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Abstract

Background Studies based on a cohort design requires access to both
subject-specific and period-specific information. In order to conduct an
occupational cohort study, access to exposure information and the possibility
and permission to link information on outcomes from other registers are
generally necessary. The analysis phase is also aggravated by its added
complexity because of the longitudinal dimension of the cohort’s data.

This thesis aims at increasing the knowledge on hazards from work on
fatalities and cancer within the domain of cohort studies on miners and
metal refiners and to study the complexity of the analysis by discussing and
suggesting analytical strategies.

Methods The study population for this thesis consisted of a cohort of 2264
blue-collar aluminium smelter workers (paper I) and a cohort of 13000 blue-
collar iron-ore miners (papers II-IV), both followed for over 50 years. The
outcomes were collected from the Swedish Cause of Death Register and the
Swedish Cancer Register. The primary methods of analysis were either
Standardized Morbidity Ratios (SMR) or internal comparisons based on Cox
or Poisson regression modeling. In paper IV, a g-estimation based on an
accelerated failure-time model was performed to estimate the survival ratio.

Results The results from paper I suggested that working as a blue-collar
worker metal refiner was associated with increased rates of incidental lung
cancer. Elevated rates among short term workers were observed for several
outcomes. Paper I also showed that the choice of reference population when
calculating SMR could influence the conclusions of the results. In paper II,
several outcomes were elevated among the miners compared to the reference
population from northern Sweden. However, no outcome except lung cancer
was associated with cumulative employment time. The most recurrent
pattern of the results was the negative association between cumulative
employment time underground and several outcomes. The results from
paper III showed that cumulative employment time working outdoors was
associated with increased rates of cerebrovascular disease mortality.
However, employment with heavy physical workloads did not explain the
previously observed decreasing rates in the selected groups of outcomes. The
adjustment for the healthy worker survivor effect by g-estimation in paper IV
suggested that exposure from respirable dust was associated with elevated
mortality risks that could not be observed with standard analytical methods.

Conclusion Our studies found several rates from the cohorts that were
elevated compared to external refererence populations but also that long
term employments generally were associated with decreasing rates.
Furthermore, incidental lung cancer rates was found elevated for the metal
refiners. Among the miners, mortality rates of cerebrovascular diseases
depended on if work was performed outdoor (higher rates) or underground
(lower rates). Methodologically, this thesis has discussed different analytical
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strategies for handling confounding in occupational cohort studies. Paper IV
showed that the healthy worker survivor effect could be adjusted for by
performing g-estimation.
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Abbreviations

AFT Accelerate Failure Time

CI Confidence Interval

DAG Directed Acyclic Graphs

HR Hazard Ratios

HWE Heahthy Worker Effect

HWSE Healthy Worker Survivor Effect

MSM Marginal Structural Models

PAH Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon

RR Rate Ratio
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Background
According to a 2000–2001 Swedish time use survey published by

Statistics Sweden (SCB), 18% of lifetime among men in the age group of 20–

64 years consisted of paid labor in Sweden [1]. This percentage increased to

28% (20% for women) if an estimated 8 hours sleep per day are excluded. A

century ago, these percentages were higher. Paid labor was established in the

1800s in Sweden. Since then, three products have dominated Swedish

industry: oats, wood, and iron. The northern region of Sweden was rich in

the raw materials wood and iron, which meant that labor in the northern

region of Sweden was distinguished from the rest of Sweden by its

predominant industry-based blue-collar workforce. From the late 1800s to

present day, Swedish industries have seen many breakthroughs in

technologies, particularly in electricity, the use of machines and production

lines, the internal combustion engine, and more recently information

technology and computerization of processes [2]. These changes in

production have consequently meant that the physical demands from work

as well as the working environment have changed considerably over time.

Some of these exposures, according to the awareness of the hazards at that

time, demanded protection.

Webster’s Third New International Dictionary defines the term “blue-

collar worker” as “belonging or relating to a broad class of wage earners

whose duties call for the wearing of work clothes or protective clothing” [3].

The term “blue collar” originated from the typically blue-collars of work

shirts that contrasted with the mutually typical white-collars of dress shirts.

There is a consensus in publications that blue-collar workers or manual

workers have been associated with higher risks of a manifold of poor health

outcomes in comparison with other workers. A study on occupational class-

and cause-specific mortality in middle-aged men in 11 European countries

showed that manual workers from Sweden had an approximately 30%

higher all-cause mortality than nonmanual workers during the period 1980–

1989 [4]. This pattern was also consistent with all the other European

countries in the study. Based on mortality in 1981–1986, the Swedish

Commission on Working Conditions presented elevated risks of injuries and

heart diseases among miners and woodsmen as well as among ironworks

workers [5]. Moreover, the early retirement pension in the 1980s was most

used among miners, with blue-collar workers generally overrepresented

compared with other professions. In the future, risk factors associated with

work in industries will likely shift to other problem areas such as sedentary

work tasks or psychosocial factors reflecting how most work is performed

today. A SCB report based on national surveys stated that male manual

workers comprised the most obese socioeconomic group compared to non-
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manual workers and the increase in obesity from 1980–1981 to 2001–2002

was also highest among manual workers [6].

Identifying and determining the magnitudes of work-related risks in raw

material handling and refining for various time-periods calls for strategic

epidemiologic decisions in the choice of design, reference population,

exposure assessments, analytical methods and interpretation. Occupational

epidemiology is characterized by that the research question emanates from

an exposure where the challenge is that of disentangling exposure

corresponding to work from other similar exposures outside work as well as

bias from confounding. The study base in an occupational cohort study is

naturally defined as a group of workers from a workplace or industry whichs

also means that the the study base often are a highly selected population.

This thesis takes its starting point from the analysis of two industries, mining

and metal refining, in order to illustrate strategic decisions in assessing

health risks.

The primary aluminium smelter

Aluminium is the third most common element in volume after oxygen and

silicon. Aluminium is found in bauxite, which contains 25% to 55%

aluminium. Swedish aluminium production is relatively small compared

with that of other countries. In 2008, the countries with the largest primary

aluminium production by weight of refined aluminium were China, Russia,

and Canada, with Sweden representing 0.3% of worldwide aluminium

production [7]. Sweden has only one primary aluminium smelter, which is

located in the city of Sundsvall.

A typical aluminium smelter plant consists of a carbon plant connected to

an anode baking plant, an electrolytic reduction plant, a casting house, and

various facilities for service, maintenance, and administration. The process

of extracting the end product of aluminium starts with a chemical process in

an oven that purifies the aluminium oxide (the Bayer process). The

aluminium oxide is then passed through a powerful electric current and

molten aluminium then deposits at the bottom of the oven. There are two

main technologies for reducing aluminium: the Söderberg process and the

prebake process. In general, the Söderberg process releases a larger amount

of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in the air than a prebake

process. The only primary aluminium smelter in Sweden was built in 1942

and consists of two units that have used both technologies. Unit 1 was

initially the sole unit and it used an open prebake refining process (1942–

1961). In 1950, a Söderberg processing technique was also used, partly

parallel in time with the open prebake process (1950–1986). From 1987, the

Söderberg process in unit 1 was replaced with a closed prebake refining
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process. This closed prebake process was the cleanest refining process that

has been used in the Swedish smelter. In 1963, another unit using a different

Söderberg process was opened, and it is still in use. The working

environment in either of the large open units in the Swedish primary

aluminium smelter could be described as warm, dark, noisy, and dusty.

Improvements of working routines and in the factory in the beginning of the

1970s reduced the worker’s exposure considerably.

Depending on manufacturing processes and safety precautions, workers in

aluminium smelters have been exposed to several potentially harmful agents

to differing extents, such as PAHs, asbestos, electromagnetic fields,

fluorides, carbon monoxide, alumna, sulfur dioxide, and heat. The most

studied and probably the most harmful toxic exposure to aluminium refining

is from coal tar pitch volatiles. Coal tar pitch volatiles are a dark residue

composed of PAH and other potentially carcinogenic substances. A more

recent report has raised concern that beryllium exposure from work could be

more toxic at lower levels than thought previously [8].

In 1959, the Norwegian Levi Kreyberg performed the first study of the

risks associated with aluminium smelter work [9]. He found substantial

amounts of coal tar pitch volatiles in the air in gasworks and Söderberg

potrooms. In recent years, the studies with the greatest impact on risk factor

analysis of aluminium smelter work have been from either Canada or

Norway. The most consistent finding has been an increased incidence of

bladder cancer [10-12]. Several studies have also presented elevated risks of

lung cancer, although these results have been less consistent [10, 11, 13]. The

common explanation for these elevated risks is exposure from PAHs in the

air and then mainly from Söderberg potrooms. The results have been less

consistent for other cancers. Pancreas [12], kidney [11, 12, 14], lymphoma

[11], stomach [11], and brain [15] cancers have been associated with workers

in aluminium plants, but the results lack evidence-based consensus. The

International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified

benzo(a)pyrene (a PAH), crystalline silica, asbestos, beryllium and

aluminium production as carcinogenic (group 1) [16]. Increased risks of

mortality are more uncommon and inconsistent, despite the fact that several

studies have analyzed data on mortality. However, a study from Canada

showed that a high chronic exposure to PAH was associated with mortality

from ischemic heart diseases [17]. Moreover, elevated risks have been

suggested for asthma, emphysema and bronchitis [12, 18, 19], respiratory

diseases [18], tumors [18], accidents [20], acute myocardial infarction [10]

and liver cirrhosis [20]. A recent study on US aluminium workers showed

that exposures of fine particulate matter in an aluminium cohort was

associated with ischemic heart disease incidence [21]. Otherwise, several
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studies have presented lower risks of all-cause mortality when aluminium

smelter workers were compared with external reference populations [17, 18,

20, 22-25]. These findings have generally been explained by the healthy

worker effect (HWE). A recent study from Canada also stated the need for

more sophisticated analytical approaches when evaluating risks from

cumulative exposures because of the healthy worker survivor effect (HWSE)

[17].

The iron-ore mines

The bowels of the Earth consists largely of iron. The largest iron-ore mine

production countries in 2009 were China, Australia and Brazil [26].

Approximately 1% of the total worldwide production of iron-ore in 2009 was

produced in Swedish iron-ore mines. The largest Swedish iron-ore mines are

in Kiruna and Malmberget. The first documented discovery of iron-ore

deposits in Kiruna was by a scribe, Samuel Olsson Mört, in 1696. It is not as

clear when iron was discovered in Malmberget, but the discovery was based

on an ore sample delivered in 1735. The first effort to mine iron-ore began in

1744, but foundered in the difficulties of transporting the ore. There were

two important reasons for the breakthrough of the iron-ore industry in

Kiruna and Malmberget. The first was that in 1878, two chemists from

England solved the problem of developing steel of decent quality from iron-

ore. The second was the railroad from Luleå to the mines in Malmberget and

Kiruna and through to Narvik, which was completed in 1903.

Iron-ore mining methods and their related working environments have

changed considerably over time. The Kiruna and Malmberget mines began

as open-pit mines. Surface mining is characterized by the removal of soil and

rock overlying the mineral deposit so that the ore can be reached from the

surface. In underground mining, the overlying rock is left in place and the

ore is extracted through shafts or tunnels. The Malmberget mine has been

underground since the 1920s and the Kiruna mine since the 1960s. Work in

an open-pit mine was initially all-manual labor only. Mining based on

manual drilling and sledgehammers became relatively uncommon from the

1920s because these methods were replaced by compressed-air driven drills.

However, the loading of the ore onto wagons was manually performed up to

the middle of the 1940s. A less common mining method in Kiruna, although

increasingly used until 1960, was drift mining (Swedish translation:

magasinbrytning). Drift mining consisted of digging tunnels or shafts to

reach buried ore deposits and was extremely physically demanding and

dusty. As the mined depth increased, more and more of the surrounding

waste rock had to be extracted, which caused the Kiruna mine to convert to

an underground mine in the early 1960s. The first underground-mining

method was shrinkage stoping, where a miner drills upwards into a cavity in
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the roof and the ore in the bottom is then blasted and excavated. Before and

well into the 1930s, this method was extremely heavy and dusty as the ore

was loaded manually in tunnels with no mechanical ventilation. Wet drilling

was introduced in the 1930s, which reduced the amount of dust

considerably. Diesel-powered engines and vehicles began to be used in the

1960s. With the increasing use of mechanical technologies, the volume of

dust was reduced—in particular, the fraction of dust inhaled by the miner. At

the beginning of the 1970s, tunnel ventilation also improved.

The primary air pollutants from mining were dust, radon, and diesel. Rock

dust comes from an ore consisting of magnetite, hematite, and a smaller

fraction of the waste rock is quartz. Radon exposure has historically been

lower in Kiruna than in Malmberget. The reasons for these lower exposures

in Kiruna were that Kiruna was an opencast mine until the late 1950s and

because of the lower uranium content in the surrounding bedrock at Kiruna.

In the middle of the 1960s, the diesel exhaust fumes from the diesel-powered

engines came at a time when the ventilation in the mines was improved.

Labor as an iron-ore miner has always been an occupation at high risk for

injuries with a historically extremely high physical demand in many work

tasks. This factor has changed for the better in later years because machines

have replaced many of the hard and sometimes dangerous work tasks that

workers had to perform manually previously. Being a blue-collar iron-ore

miner also means that the worker has to adjust to working shifts around the

clock.

Several previously published studies of the Kiruna and Malmberget iron-

ore mines have examined the effect of exposure from radon, quartz dust, and

diesel on lung cancer [27, 28], exposure from quartz dust and mortality of

silicosis [29] and exposure from vibration and respirable dust on myocardial

infarctions [30]. B Björ et al found that mortality of lung cancer, injuries,

poisonings, respiratory diseases, and myocardial infarctions was higher than

expected from the reference population of northern Sweden (SMR) [31].

Several studies on iron-ore mines have showed that radon exposure has been

a cause of lung cancer among miners [32, 33]. A recent study on 29 Chinese

metal mines and pottery factories, with a subset consisting of six iron-ore

mines, found an elevated risk of death from respiratory diseases, lung

cancer, and cardiovascular disease that was associated with long-term silica

dust exposure [34]. Another study from China on hematite miners showed

excess risks for death due to silicosis and to lung cancer [35]. A case series of

17 mesothelioma cases from an iron-ore mine in Minnesota suggested that

asbestos exposure was the likely cause [36]. Another study based on iron-ore

miners from Minnesota found an increased risk of stomach cancer among

underground workers [37]. Otherwise, studies on the risks of mortality and
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cancer incidence among iron-ore miners outside Sweden, when excluding

lung cancer and radon as exposure, have been relatively sparse. Known

exposures at levels carcinogenic to humans in the Kiruna and Malmberget

mines are IARC-classified as radon [38, 39] crystalline silica [40], engine

exhaust, diesel (in preparation) [16], hematite underground mining with

exposure to radon [41] at levels carcinogenic to humans, and shift work that

involves circadian disruption as probably carcinogenic to humans [42].

Several doctoral theses have been based, or partially based, on workers from

the Kiruna and Malmberget mines. Worth mentioning in the context of this

thesis are one that examined the effect from exposure to vibrations on

mortality and another that studied the effect from air pollutants on

nonmalignant respiratory diseases [43, 44].

Fundamentals of occupational cohort studies

The fundamental conditions for a study design to be defined as a cohort

are that it should represent a well-defined population that shares common

characteristics or a membership and that it is possible to regularly follow-up

the members from a specific starting time-point. The most common type of

cohort in occupational epidemiology is likely to be the historical cohort,

which is similar to but not the same as a prospective cohort. In a prospective

(or concurrent) cohort, the researcher starts up the cohort at the time

representing the baseline of the cohort. In a historical cohort (also labeled

retrospective or nonconcurrent), the researcher starts up the cohort later,

sometimes after the outcomes have already occurred. Despite their different

definitions, prospective and retrospective studies are analyzed by the same

techniques. Central terms that describe the characteristics of a cohort are

open cohort (or dynamic cohort); fixed cohort; and closed cohort. The

person-time data in an open cohort consists of a changing roster of

individuals over time [45]. In contrast, the individuals in a fixed cohort are

defined at the start of follow-up and their exposure does not change during

follow-up (no time-dependent information exists). If no loss of subjects

occurs owing to dropping out or due to competing risks, the fixed cohort is

also a closed cohort. The analysis procedures may differ depending on if the

cohort is open, fixed, or closed.

There are usually two cornerstones of information in an occupational

cohort study: exposure and outcome. Information on exposure and outcome

could be measured and collected in different ways. Exposure could be a dose

related to a specific time interval; the dose could be an intensive or a

cumulative measure. Exposure could also be expressed in terms of burden

(the amount of a substance penetrating the body or a specific target organ).

The exposures could be based on measurements from the factory, classified

from information on occupation or workplace, come from surveys, they
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could be surrogate measures that are expected to be correlated with a true

causal exposure. Exposures could also be biomarkers that are indicators of

disease, mediating on the causal pathway between the exposure and disease

(for example solvents in blood, urine or DNA adducts). Furthermore,

assessment of the exposure could be based on both historical data or newly

obtained data, which are extrapolated backwards. The outcome could be

represented by a diagnosis, a marker for health status like for instance blood

pressure or BMI or it could be answers from a survey. A diagnosis could

either be mortality or morbidity. Outcome information could be collected

from company records, from surveys of by linking health information from

external registers to the workers in the cohort.

A key challenge for occupational studies, which usually applies for

epidemiological studies in general, is to find a reference group as similar as

possible to the exposed group in the cohort that differs only in exposure. This

can be achieved in the design stage by randomized experimental designs or

by adjusting for confounding in the analysis stage as is often done in

observational studies. A crude description of a confounder is that it is an

extraneous variable which is correlated both with the exposure and the

outcome. It is rare that occupational studies can be performed by using

randomized designs. Instead, adjustments have to be made at the analysis

stage. Observational studies therefore suffer if information on possible

important confounders are lacking. The complexity of adjusting for

confounding increases because of the temporal dimension that a cohort

represents. One concequence is that confounding could be due to an

interplay over time between an extraneous variable and the exposure which

means that they successively have an effect on each other. This interplay is

an example of time-dependent confounding if they both are associated with

the outcome. The HWSE is an example of a consequence of time-dependent

confounding [46, 47]. The HWSE acts as a selection mechanism in the study

population of generally healthier workers who are employed longer. The

consequence of the HWSE is that true effects from exposures could be

hidden by the HWSE or even create a reversed association. A more often

cited, but related, effect is the HWE. The HWE means that initially newly

employed workers could differ in health status compared with the general

population. This discrepancy in health status between workers and the

general population diminishes with time according to the HWE theory.

Because a cohort by design consists of information that includes follow-up

time, the temporal relation between exposure and outcome has to be

considered. One consequence is that all person-years in the study file have to

be classified into either “time at risk” or “time not at risk.” In practice, time

at risk does not start until an exposure-related outcome can actually be
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detected in the data. In principle, two criteria have to be met before time at

risk starts and the detected outcome could be a possible consequence of the

exposure. First, time at risk does not start until a minimum induction time

has passed. The induction time is the time from onset of exposure to onset of

disease. Second, it could take even longer from the time of the disease onset

before the occurrence of disease is possible to detect in a health examination

or as a diagnosis in a register. The second criterion corresponds to the

latency period in the study. In principle, correctly classified times at risk in

an analysis file require that these two criteria have been met. Unfortunately,

at best, only crude estimates of these time-points or intervals are usually

known. Another complication that has to be considered is how long the

exposure effect persists or if the effect lasts indefinitely. An exposure could

stop being a risk factor when it ends, or its effect could decrease with time

after it ends, or its effect could persist until death. Handling these questions

depends on the research question and the characteristics of the exposure and

disease. The effect of misclassifying person-years at risk will likely lead to

diluted risk estimates.

Bias due to measurement errors in the exposure, outcome, or

confounders are likely to be a common problem to different extents in

occupational cohort studies. An extenuating circumstance in a cohort study

is that the misclassification of exposure normally could be assumed to be

nondifferential because the exposures should mostly have been classified

without knowledge of the disease. Nondifferential misclassification could be

expected to attenuate the association between exposure and risk.

Misclassification of variables included to adjust for confounding could both

result in attenuated and exaggerated risks. In practice, misclassified

outcomes are most likely to attenuate an exposure–outcome association, but

this context-dependent assumption cannot be taken for granted.

It is also important for the validity of the study that follow-up loss is kept

to a minimum. This is less of a problem if information on the date of loss to

follow-up is known, as it is if the date of emigration or other reason for drop

out is known. Loss to follow-up is usually a minor problem in Swedish

occupational cohort studies based on national register data because Sweden

has a functioning population register, which tracks individuals and registers

the date of emigration to another country.

Valuable study designs that evolve from cohorts are nested case–control

studies, case cohort studies, case–crossover studies, and case series studies.

The primary advantage and motivation for using these designs is that fewer

subjects from the cohort are needed for the analysis. This reduction of

subjects is essential if it could be difficult or expensive to gather information
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on all members of the cohort. Nested case–control and case cohort studies

are based on using as many available cases as possible with a limited number

of controls. The main difference between a nested case–control design and a

case cohort design is that a nested case–control design is created by

sampling controls from risk-sets defined by the timing of the case, whereas

in a case cohort study, controls are gathered at baseline. Both designs can be

modified by matching to reduce confounding or be countermatched

(stratified in case cohort designs) to potentially increase the variability of the

exposure. Case–crossover and case series designs differ from nested case–

control and case cohort designs in that they only use cases that also function

as its own control. Case–crossover and case series designs are suitable when

the risk factors are transient and their primary strength is that they are self-

matching.
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Aims
This thesis aims at increasing the knowledge on hazards from work on

fatal health and incidental cancer within the domain of cohort studies on

miners and metal refiners and to study the complexity of the analysis by

discussing and suggesting different analytical strategies.

The study-specific aims were:

 To examine the risk of mortality and cancer incidence at a Swedish

aluminium smelter by using different reference populations and

evaluate its relation to employment time. (Paper I)

 To evaluate mortality and cancer incidence in blue-collar workers

from the mines of Kiruna and Malmberget in relation to duration of

employment and mining underground. (Paper II)

 To evaluate outdoor work as a risk factor for cerebrovascular

diseases and if physically heavy workload is health protecting for

selected groups of outcomes. (Paper III)

 To assess the risk of exposure from respirable dust on mortality and

cancer incidence among iron-ore miners while adjusting for healthy

worker survivor effect by g-estimation of accelerated failure time

models. (Paper IV)
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Materials
This thesis is based on four primary sources of data: one cohort of primary

aluminium smelter workers, one cohort of iron-ore mine workers, the

Swedish Cause of Death Register, and the Swedish Cancer Register. The two

cohorts in this thesis are defined as open historical cohorts because they

have been initiated after the start of follow-up, but all exposure was classified

without knowledge of the disease, and some exposure estimates are based on

measures made before the disease. New workers could be included during

follow-up, be censored before the end of follow-up, and exposure could

change during follow-up.

Aluminium smelter cohort (Paper I)

The primary aluminium smelter cohort consists of workers employed in

the aluminium smelter since 1942, which was the year when the Sundsvall

factory was built. The construction of the cohort was possible because the

company provided company records to the oncologic center in Umeå, and

these records contained the dates of the beginning and end of employment

on all workers, including any multiple periods of employment. The original

motive for the collaboration between the company and the oncologic center

in Umeå was their mutual interest in examining if elevated risks of cancer

could be explained by exposure from PAHs. The Oncologic Center in Umeå

(now a part of the Regional Cancer Center North) is a regional unit with

much experience in cancer-based research. Office workers were excluded

from the study cohort, which was possible because each cohort member had

either their occupation or department registered. Because of the few women

employed in the factory, only male workers were included. The cohort was

also delimited to workers employed for a minimum of six months. Most of

the short-term workers were substitutes for workers on vacation, workers on

sick leave, and workers doing military service. Information on smoking was

not available for this study. All workers were eligible for the cohort from

1942 up to 1987 and of these, their employment status was followed up to

2000. Figure 1 shows how the primary aluminium smelter cohort was

created. The final study cohort comprised 2264 male blue-collar workers

employed for more than six months.
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Figure 1. Construction of the primary aluminium smelter cohort. Excluded

workers are represented by the dashed boxes.

By using their unique personal identification numbers, the cohort was

linked with the Swedish Cancer Register for the period 1958 to 2005 and

with the Swedish Cause of Death Register for the period 1952 to 2004. All

analyses were based on the seventh revision of the International

Classification of Diseases (ICD-7). Only diagnoses coded as nonbenign were

used. Time of follow-up was censored if workers moved away from Sweden,

as endpoints for emigrated individuals were less likely to be known.

Information on emigration status was collected from the national population

register.

Iron-ore mining cohort (Papers II-IV)

The iron-ore mining cohort was initially a combination of separate cohorts

from the Kiruna and Malmberget mines. Employees from the Kiruna and

Malmberget mines were included in the combined cohort if they had been

employed for at least one year from 1923–1998 in Kiruna and 1923–1996 in

Malmberget. Only men were included because women were legally forbidden

from working underground until the 1970s. Employee data was collected

from manual records for 1923–1981 and computerized registers from 1982.

Each work period contained the date of the start of the period, the end of the

period, and either the type of job or place of work. All workers employed for

less than one year were excluded from the study cohort. Figure 2 shows how

the iron-ore miner cohort was created. The final cohort comprised 13000

Initial cohort
4841

Employment dates
missing

365

Employed<6
months or women

1878

Lacked unique
identification
information

318

Employed before plant
officially started

9

Diagnosis prior to
first employment

4

Study cohort
2264 workers

70856 person-years
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workers: 8135 from Kiruna and 5036 from Malmberget, with an overlap of

171 workers who had been employed by both mines.

Figure 2. Construction of the iron-ore mining cohort. Excluded workers are

represented by the dashed boxes.

Mortality information was obtained for the years 1952–2006 from the

Swedish Cause of Death Register and cancer incidence was obtained for

1958–2007 from the Swedish Cancer Register. These data represent an

update of five years compared with previous publications not covered by this

thesis. The date of event and ICD-7 codes for mortality and cancer incidence

were linked to the cohort using their unique Swedish personal identity

numbers.

Based on job history and time data, most work periods in the cohort could

be assigned either to surface or underground mining. For work periods

where data about surface or underground mining were missing, surface

mining was assumed in the Kiruna mine before 1958 and underground

mining for later years. Almost all periods from the Malmberget cohort

included data about surface or underground mining (99.97%). Surface

mining was assumed for the remaining periods from the Malmberget cohort.

Initial cohort Kiruna
8809

Died or emigrated
from Sweden
before 1952

483

Invalid dates
5

5486

Lacked unique
identification
number

53

13623

8320

Initial cohort Malmberget
5588

Died or emigrated
from Sweden
before 1952

101

Study cohort
13000 workers

443930 person years

Not able to classify
into occupational
class

130

Only employed as a
white-collar worker

493
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Employment or workplace data obtained from manual records and

computerized registers from the company were used to classify work periods

into either white-collar, blue-collar, or foremen/miscellaneous. The cohort

contained a total of 1531 job titles. Not only typical office workers were

classified as white-collar workers, but in general, all jobs that involved

sedentary tasks were categorized as white-collar. Examples of job titles

categorized as white-collar were: engineer, technician, and clerk. The vast

majority of job titles included in the category labeled foremen/miscellaneous

consisted of leader, foreman, instructor, and supervisor. Examples of typical

job titles among blue-collar workers were driver, repair shop worker, miner,

and cleaner. In this thesis, blue-collar workers and foremen/miscellaneous

were not separated and all those work-periods were labeled blue-collar.

Occupational hygienists with knowledge of conditions in the mines

performed the classification of the work titles into occupational categories.

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of occupational category by worker in a

Venn diagram that shows that both white-collar workers and

foremen/miscellaneous workers had also been commonly employed as blue-

collar workers. The overlapping ellipses represent workers who changed

occupational class during their employment as a miner for the company.

Figure 3. The distribution of workers by occupational category in the iron-

ore miner cohort. A worker could contribute to more than one occupational

category if the worker changed category during his employment.

Classifications of physical workload and work location (working outside,

inside, or in the mines) were based on job title, workplace, and year

identified from company records. Examples of common job titles

White-collar workers
Foremen/
miscellaneous

Blue-collar workers

74%

4%

11%

0.4%0.6%

7%

4%
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representing inside work were repairman, electrician, fitter, service operator,

machine repairman, and truck driver. Physical workload was classified into

either very low, low, acceptable, high, or extremely high. Earlier work

periods were generally classified into a higher workload category than later

work periods even though the same job title had been registered. Different

assessments of the levels of physical workload were based on the periods

before 1940, 1940–1949, 1950–1957, 1958–1970, 1970–1979, 1980–1989,

and 1990 and later. High or extremely high physical workload levels were

labeled “heavy physical workload.” Because of the successive change from

open to underground mining, all work periods from the Kiruna mine before

1954 and not registered as working inside were classified as working outside.

From 1954–1958, blue-collar mining work periods were successively

classified as working underground with weights 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 as

an estimate of the gradual transition in each year. This classification into

work location was performed independently of the previously described

groupings into surface and underground mining. The classification of work

periods into categories of workload and work location was performed by

three occupational medicine researchers with extensive knowledge of the

local mine conditions.

Estimations of respirable dust were based on 1981 dust samples collected

by LKAB between 1968 and 1995. Respirable dust was defined as dust <5 µm

in aerodynamic diameter. Dust levels were separately estimated for two time

periods: 1968–1973 and 1974 and later because mechanical ventilation was

introduced in the mines in 1973. The dust levels estimation for each work

period and worker was based on year of employment and occupation and

was performed by an occupational hygienist with extensive knowledge of the

mines. The unit of measure was milligram per cubic meter air (mg/m3). The

possible intensity levels varied from 0 to 24.6 mg/m3 and were limited to

categories 0, 0.8, 2.4, 3, 7.6, 8.4, 11, 13.4, and 24.6. The cumulative

respirable dust was calculated as the number of person-years multiplied by

the estimated level of dust in mg/m3 for each time period.

Swedish Cause of Death Register

The breakthrough in Sweden for the registration of mortality came with

the introduction of the sixth revision of the International Classification of

Diseases (ICD-6) implemented in 1951 in Sweden. Sweden also included an

adaption of international World Health Organization (WHO) standards with

the ICD-6 implementation. These changes have made it possible to follow

cause-specific mortality in Sweden nationally since 1952. The National Board

of Health and Welfare in Sweden now administers the Cause of Death

Register. The National Board of Health and Welfare aims to include all

deaths among Swedish residents, irrespective of if the deceased was a
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Swedish citizen or not and irrespective of whether the death occurred in

Sweden or abroad. The register contains data from 1961 and is updated each

year. It also acts as a historical cause of death register for the years 1952–

1960. The main variables included in the register from the beginning were

personal identification number, sex, date of birth, date of death, place of

residence, underlying cause of death, main injury, multiple causes of death,

and autopsy information.

Swedish Cancer Register

The Swedish Cancer Register was established in 1958 to cover the whole

population and is administered by the National Board of Health and Welfare.

The register is based on notification of malignant and certain benign tumors

and contains information on patient data (including name, personal

identification number, sex, and place of residence), medical data (tumor site,

histological type, stage at diagnosis from 2004, and date of diagnosis), and

follow-up data (date and cause of death, date of migration). For research

convenience, all diagnoses in the Cancer Register have been converted back

to the ICD-7 even though later versions have been introduced. Reporting to

the register is legally regulated in Sweden and health care services are

obliged to report all newly diagnosed tumors. Based on validation data from

1998, an underreporting of 3.7% of individuals with malignant disease was

observed in the Swedish Cancer Register [48]. The overall completeness of

the Swedish Cancer Register was high and comparable to other high-quality

cancer registers in northern Europe. However, site-specific underreporting

has been observed, which increases with age and diagnoses without verified

histology or cytology. Specifically, underreporting has been high in soft

tissue, nervous system, leukemia, and lymphoma sites and low for breast,

female genital organs, and urologic sites.

Additional register information

According to Swedish law, all persons residing in Sweden must be

registered at their address in the parish where they reside. This requirement

is an excellent foundation for retrieving information on possible dropout due

to emigration or other causes. Therefore, survival analysis in Sweden has

consistently been able to consider information on dropout and make it

possible to censor subjects from the dropout date. Information on dropout

dates is routinely delivered by Swedish tax agencies to the SCB. Information

on possible dropout and its date has been added to the mortality and cancer

incidence data files that were delivered for these studies. To be able to

calculate standardized measures such as the standardized mortality ratio

(SMR) or standardized incidence ratio (SIR), the population sizes of the

reference populations have to be known and usually stratified by sex, age,
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and calendar year. This information on population sizes has been delivered

by the SCB’s population register.
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Statistical methods

SMR (Papers I-III)

A commonly used method for assessing the effect of an occupational

exposure is to calculate the SMR. An SMR represents the difference in rate

between the cohort (or a subset of the cohort) and expected rates based on

risks from an external reference population adjusted for confounding.

Depending on outcome, measurement unit and the writer’s experience and

taste, an SMR may also be named SIR, standardized morbidity ratio,

standardized prevalence ratio, or standardized event ratio. If the estimated

SMR is multiplied with a corresponding rate, then the product becomes an

indirectly standardized rate. SMR is calculated as:

∑ O1ii

∑
P1i
P2i

i O2i

( 1 )

where O1i is the stratum-specific number of outcomes in the cohort, O2i is

the stratum-specific number of outcomes in the reference population, P1i is

the stratum-specific number of person-years in the cohort and P2i is the

stratum specific number of person-years in the reference population.

Sometimes, only the rate (or risk) in the reference population is known and

not the separate O2i and P2i. The most common variable to adjust for when

calculating SMR is age, as age is often highly associated with outcome in

health-based studies. It is also common to adjust for calendar year and sex.

In this thesis, all SMR are based on adjustment for age in five-year classes

(maximum age-group ≥85 years) and calendar year in one-year classes. All 

cohorts in this thesis have been limited to men only. The SMR variance is

usually based on the assumption that the expected value (exp) derived from

the reference population is measured with neglible variation. An exact

confidenceinterval (CI) for SMR in ( 1 ) then reduces to finding the lower and

upper limits for the mean (∑ Oଵ୧୧ ) from a Poisson distribution with a

specified significance level and then calculate the lower limit as
୫ ୟୣ୬ ౢ౭ ౨

୶ୣ୮
and

upper limit as
୫ ୟୣ୬౫౦౦౨

୶ୣ୮
. This is how CI for SMR generally were calculated in

this thesis. The more general Gamma distribution could also be used which

gives slightly narrover confidence intervals.

Four different reference populations were used in paper I: Sweden,

northern Sweden, the seven biggest municipalities in northern Sweden, and

Västernorrland County. It was not possible to create a reference group for

mortality based on the seven biggest municipalities because the Swedish

Cause of Death Register and demographic registers used different
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geographic groupings. SMRs based on Västernorrland County were only

used when the number of observed cases was more than 40.

The SMR used in paper III was estimated as cubic spline-functions

derived from Poisson regression models by either cumulative number of

years with a heavy physical workload or in outdoor work.

Cox proportional hazards regression modeling (Papers I, IV)

The proportional hazards model introduced by Cox in 1972 is well known

and is probably the most used regression model in survival analysis. The

most important reason for the popularity of Cox regression compared with

parametric models is likely that no assumption on the parametric form has

to be made for the survival times. This is accomplished in Cox regression by

assuming that the ratio of any pair of hazard rates in the model is

proportional, which cancels out the baseline hazard. In its standard form, the

hazard ratio (HR) from a Cox model assumes a multiplicative relation

between the different levels of the covariates in the model.

The time variable comprised attained age by left-truncation in both

papers I and IV. The choice of age as the time variable in the model

guarantees that age is controlled as precisely as possible given the data,

which was desirable as age could be expected to be the most important

confounder in these studies. The variables included in the Cox model in

paper I were cumulative employment time in categories; 0.5-≤2; >2-10; >10 

years as time-dependent categorical variables adjusted for year of first

employment. The primary exposure variable of interest in paper IV was

cumulative exposure to dust (as splines or by categories 0; >0-24; 25-100;

100-199; ≥200 mg/m3*years) adjusted for calendar year, cumulative

employment time, year of first employment, if employed as a white-collar

worker, and mine (Kiruna or Malmberget). All variables except year of first

employment were included as time-dependent variables.

In both papers, trend tests were performed by assigning scores using the

mean employment time from each group and including it in the model as a

continuous variable. Immortal person time was excluded as time at risk in

both papers, as inclusion of workers in the cohort was restricted by a

minimum employment time.

The Cox models in paper I were estimated by utilizing the proc phreg

procedure in SAS and in paper IV by applying the function Surv nested

within the function coxph in R. The HRs were calculated in paper IV based

on categories and penalized splines. The proportional hazards assumption

was tested in paper I by using proc lifetest in SAS with the option plots
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=(LLS) with covariates in categories. The plot was then checked for

nonproportional lines. The proportional hazards assumption was also tested

in paper IV by using the R-function cox.zph from the survival package.

Poisson regression modeling (Papers II-III)

In a general context, Poisson regression models count data that are

commonly based on contingency tables. In the context of survival analysis,

the count corresponds to the number of outcomes and the contingency table

is a multidimensional table of indicator variables representing levels of the

variables of interest (the exposure) together with potential confounders. By

including person-years in the model as an offset parameter, the outcomes

are validly represented by rates instead of counts. The Poisson model

equation was: logE(d୧) = log(n୧) + α + z୪β
∗ + x୩β, where d୧was the number

of outcomes, n୧ the number of person-years, z୪ the exposure of interest, x୩
nuisance variables representing potential confounders, and α a constant.

Paper II describes the exposures of interest over the duration of

employment and duration of underground work as a blue-collar worker.

Employment time as a white-collar worker was not accumulated. The

duration of employment and of underground work were each categorized

into four groups (1–4, 5–14, 15–29, and ≥30 years, and 0, >0–4, 5–14, and 

≥15 years, respectively). All models were adjusted for calendar year, attained 

age, location of the mine (Kiruna or Malmberget), white-collar worker (yes

or no), and date of first employment. All variables in the models, with the

exception of year of first employment, were constructed and analyzed as

time-dependent variables.

The exposures of interest in paper III were heavy physical workloads and

outdoor work. They were both categorized into 0–4, 5–14, 15–24, and ≥25 

years of exposed cumulative employment time. All models in paper III were

adjusted for attained age, calendar year, year of first employment, if white-

collar worker (yes or no), location of the mine (Kiruna or Malmberget), and

cumulative employment time underground. As in paper II, all variables

except year of first employment were analyzed as time-dependent variables.

In paper III, when performing Poisson regression for SMR as splines, n୧
was replaced by the expected number of outcomes derived from the

reference population of northern Sweden. The estimates of SMR, using the

expected number of outcomes as offset, were based on age in five-year

classes and calendar year in one-year classes. These Poisson regression

models only included cumulative employment as predictor (heavy physical

workload or outdoor employment) and were not adjusted further.
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Tests of trends were performed in both papers II and III by entering a

single covariate in the Poisson model based on values for each category

representing the mean duration of employment. Moreover, the first year of

employment was not included in the analysis as inclusion of workers in the

cohort was restricted by a minimum employment time of one year (immortal

person time).

Poisson regression models were performed in R by using the function glm

and the argument: family=quasipoisson as we conservatively adjusted for

possible overdispersion. The argument family=poisson was used if the

estimated dispersion parameter was below one.

Induction and latency time adjustments (Papers I-III)

The reason for performing induction and latency time adjustments is that

most diseases, particularly cancer, are recognizable at earliest after a

minimum time has elapsed from exposure onset (or possible from the time

that the exposure reached a minimum level). All studies in this thesis are

based on the presumption that the induction and latency period is the time

from start of exposure until disease recognition. There exist several methods

for considering induction and latency in cohort studies [49]. In this thesis,

adjusting for induction and latency has been accomplished by lagging

(delaying) the exposure by a presumed time period. This means that a

worker’s current exposure level in our analysis was in reality the observed

level “x” years earlier. The effect of induction and latency was examined in

paper I by testing time lags of 5, 10, 20, and 30 years from first employment.

Exposure was lagged five years in paper II when the outcome was cancer

incidence. This relatively short lag-time was performed crudely for all

cancers. A ten-year exposure lag was used in paper III when analyzing the

outcomes for colon and rectal cancer.

Splines in regression models (Papers III-IV)

Smooth curves estimating the exposure–outcome associations were

calculated by cubic regression splines in paper III and by penalized splines

in paper IV. The primary gain from using splines is that the shape of the

exposure–response association does not have to be presumed as the function

is formed by the actual data. An exception is that the degree of flexibility of

the spline has to be decided by the user. A cubic regression spline is

calculated by transforming the vector of the predictor values to a matrix of

cubic polynomials. The dimension of the matrix and consequently the

flexibility of the spline is dependent on the number of assigned knots for the

spline. The location of the splines has also to be determined when calculating

a cubic regression spline. The model is then fitted to the matrix of cubic
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polynomials instead of the original untransformed predictor values. To

extract the smoothed graph from the data, a matrix consisting of a

predefined fine-scaled set of times representing an appropriate time-space is

multiplied with the parameters from the fitted model. Penalized splines are

modified regression splines where a penalty is applied to the coefficients to

avoid overfitting. With penalized splines, it is possible to retain a larger

number of knots, but constrain their influence, by adding a penalty for

overfitting. From a user’s point of view, penalized splines are easier to

perform than regression splines, as only the number of degrees of freedom

(number of knots) has to be specified, and not their positions. However, the

underlying calculations of penalized splines are more demanding and

therefore harder to comprehend.

In paper III, We calculated cubic regression splines based on Poisson

regression models, both for estimating smooth functions of SMR and for

adjusted rate ratios limited to data from within the cohort (the latter results

are not presented in the paper). The models estimated regression spline fits

to cumulative employment outdoor and employment with heavy physical

workloads. All cubic spline functions were based on three knots: at 0 years of

exposure, at the median number of years of exposure, and at 35 years of

exposure. The function was linear from year 35. We used penalized splines

nested within Cox regression models in paper IV. The estimated penalized

splines were based on four degrees of freedom (except for respiratory disease

mortality, which was based on three degrees of freedom). The models

estimated penalized spline fits to cumulative respirable dust.

In paper III, the cubic regression spline functions were estimated by

nesting the function ns from the library splines in R, within the function glm.

In paper IV, the penalized splines were estimated in R by utilizing the

function pspline from the survival package nested within the function coxph.

G-estimation of AFT-models (Paper IV)

G-estimation based on an accelerated failure-time (AFT) model is a

semiparametric method that can be used to handle the problem of bias

caused by the HWSE in occupational cohort studies. G-estimation is also

known as a structural nested method and belongs to the family of causal

methods. The problem with standard methods of analyzing cohort studies

(like Cox or Poisson regression) is that they cannot unbiasedly estimate an

exposure effect in the presence of time-dependent confounding. Time-

dependent confounding occurs when 1: past covariate values predict current

exposure and 2: current covariate values predict the outcome [50]. In the

HWSE context, time-dependent confounding occurs when 1: workers that

accumulate less employment time also accumulate less exposure, and 2:
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workers that accumulate less employment time are positively associated with

the outcome. In contrast with standard survival methods, g-estimation is a

method that can estimate survival without bias in the presence of time-

dependent confounding. The key feature in g-estimation, as in causal

inference modeling in general, is that of estimating the counterfactual

survival time. The counterfactual survival time is the time from start of

follow-up to outcome in the possible hypothetical scenario that a subject

never is exposed. The conceptual difference between associational modeling

methods such as Cox or Poisson regression and structural modeling is that

associational modeling is based on conditioning of confounding factors,

whereas structural modeling (causal modeling) is a marginal type of model

based on estimating two scenarios for all subjects: not being exposed and

exposed. This estimation of the counterfactual times constitutes the

foundation that makes it possible to perform causal analysis and avoid

selection bias in the presence of time-dependent confounding variables.

G-estimation calculation is designed to estimate the parameter ψ in an

AFT function where ψ is used to estimate the survival ratio:

ഥ܂ = ∫ ܜ܌[(ܜ)ۯૐ]ܘܠ܍
܂


( 2 )

where Tഥ is the counterfactual survival time if unexposed, ψ is the parameter 

used to estimate the survival ratio, and A(t) is an indicator of exposure at

time t. G-estimation is the name of the method used to unlink the true

parameter ψ in the AFT function from the data. The survival ratio exp(-ψ) is 

either the expansion or contradiction in survival time attributable to the

exposure. A positive ψ indicates that exposure shortens the survival time 

with exp(-ψ) and a negative ψ indicates that exposure lengthens the survival 

time with exp(ψ) (i.e., exposure is beneficial). 

To estimate the true ψ, a series of pooled logistic regression models were

performed. Following the notation from the paper by Hernan [51], this

pooled logistic model equation to estimate ψ is:
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ܑܗܔ (ܓ)ۯ]ܚ۾ܜ = |ۯഥ(ܓ− ), ܂,(ܓ)̅ۺ > ,۹,(ܓ)ܝ ∆(ૐ ∗)] = ી(ܓ) +
ીۯഥ(ܓ− ) +�ી(ܓ)ۺ + ી∆(ૐ ∗) + ી۹ ( 3 )

where A is current exposure (yes or no) at time period k, θ(k) is a spline for

follow-up time Aഥ is the exposure at the previous time-period, Lത is a vector of

baseline- and time-dependent covariates,�ܶ > )ݑ )݇ means that the worker

has to be alive at time period k, ∆(ψ∗) is 1 if the worker is included in the

analysis (in a noncensored case) and 0 otherwise, and K is the time to the

date of administrative censoring. The required ψ are the ψ for which θଷ = 0

and ψ is found by repeating the pooled logistic model with different ψ until

θଷ = 0.

A crude summary of the estimating procedure for ψ in g-estimation:

1) Calculate counterfactual survival times on all workers based on a

candidate value of ψ

2) Test the candidate ψ on the pooled logistic model ( 3 ).

3) Repeat the procedure for different ψ until the coefficient θଷ for ψ is

zero

Unexposed survival time cannot be calculated for workers that survived

beyond the end of follow-up (i.e., are administratively censored). The naïve

solution is to restrict the analysis to workers whose outcome of interest were

observed. However, the problem with this solution is that it may introduce a

selection bias [52, 53]. The remedy that avoids this bias is to restrict the

analysis to workers whose outcome would have been observed under all

exposure scenarios. If the tested ψ is positive (exposure is harmful), then

never being exposed would lead to the longest survival time. In this scenario,

analysis should be restricted to workers whose outcome would have been

observed even if they had never been exposed. Conversely, if ψ is negative

(exposure is beneficial) then always exposed would lead to the longest

survival time and analysis should be restricted to workers whose outcome

would have been observed even if they had always been exposed. Adjustment

for administrative censoring is achieved by defining ∆(ψ∗) in ( 3 ) as 1 if

noncensored as described above and 0 else (artificially censored). A

drawback with this method of handling administrative censoring is that all

observed outcomes that actually have occurred are not used in the analysis if

the counterfactual survivor time exceeds the time of the administrative

censoring.

In addition to the outcome of interest and administrative censoring, there

may also be censoring because of loss to follow-up or competing risks. This

loss to follow-up may be informative and therefore a source of selection bias
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[52]. The basic solution is to assign a weight to each subject and time-period

so that the subject accounts in the analysis, not only for himself, but also for

subjects with similar characteristics that were censored (censored because of

competing risks or loss to follow-up) [51, 54]. The weight is then the inverse

of the probability of being uncensored given similar characteristics and is

also estimated from a pooled logistic regression. The weights are applied for

each subject in the pooled logistic regression model used for estimating ψ 

described earlier ( 3 ).

The critical assumption in g-estimation is that of no unmeasured

confounding and the key is that information is available on the workers and

work periods that could be related to both exposure and outcome. The

variables used for estimating the survival ratio in paper IV were: dust

exposure in the previous year; if working underground in the previous year;

if working outside in the previous year; calendar year; year of first

employment; age at baseline; time dependent age; cumulative dust exposure;

employment time outside; employment time underground; if previously on

sick leave; cumulative time off work (likely employed elsewhere or

unemployed); and mine (Kiruna or Malmberget). Necessary compromises

when performing g-estimation are that exposure has to be dichotomized and

data aggregated into discrete time periods. The calculations concerning g-

estimation in paper IV were based on yearly time periods and periods

involving an exposure of ≥8 mg/m3 dust were classified as exposed.

The expression exp(-ψ) is an estimate of the survival ratio, which is the 

ratio between the life expectancy if all workers in the cohort had been

exposed to dust compared to the life expectancy if all workers never been

exposed. The survival ratios were transformed into conditional survival

ratios that represent a scenario where the cohort population are exposed for

a given number of years (15 years). Furthermore, the survival ratios were

transformed into conditional hazard ratios to be able to compare the results

from g-estimation with results from standard Cox regression models. In

short, this transformation was accomplished by performing a standard Cox

regression on a data set where each worker contributes with data

representing two scenarios based on counterfactual survival times: exposed

and unexposed. The calculations of the results in this study (conditional

hazard ratios and survival ratio derived from g-estimation) were based on a

scenario that all workers only exposed for 15 years. Workers exposed to a

finite time represent a more realistic scenario compared to workers exposed

for a lifetime. Further details on how to calculate conditional survival and

hazard ratios are presented in an eappendix prepared by Chevrier et al [55].
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Two methods were used to calculate CIs in paper IV. One method of

estimating 95% CIs was by finding the values of ψ for which the two-sided p-

value for the Wald statistic was 0.05 [56] and another was by bootstrap

simulation. Generalized estimating equation models (GEE) based on the

independence matrix were performed instead of binary logistic regression to

achieve a robust Wald test by considering that observations were clustered

within workers. The bootstrap CI was based on 600 nonparametric

bootstrap replications and the bootstrap samples were found by utilizing the

formula described by Hernan, i.e., finding the value of ψ where the residual

sum of the difference between observed and expected exposure converges to

zero [51]. At each bootstrap step, a grid search was performed to find the

estimated ψ. The program code for estimating ψ, the survival ratio and the

conditional survival ratio with the bootstrap technique is available in

appendix 1.

Software

SAS statistical software (version 9.1.3; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) was

used in paper I. The statistical software package R (version 2.10.1: R

Development Core Team, R foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,

Austria) was used in paper II and the R version 2.15.2 was used in papers III

and IV.
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Results

Paper I

Mortality of all causes from the metal refiners cohort was close to unit –

SMR, 1.01: (95% CI 0.93–1.09)– compared to the reference population of

northern Sweden. The SIR for all cause incidental cancer was 1.09 (95% CI:

0.98–1.22).

Several rates were elevated among short-term workers (0.5-2 years). For

mortality of chronic obstructive lung disease, mental disorders, and diseases

of the digestive system were short-term workers all statistically significantly

elevated compared to the reference population of northern Sweden. Worth

noting is that 27 of 34 cases of deaths due to mental disorders were related to

alcohol. Among short term workers, elevated rates were found for incidental

cancer in the central nervous system and esophagus.

Only lung cancers incidence was elevated among long term workers (>10

years). The SIR for lung cancer among workers employed more than 10 years

compared with the reference group from northern Sweden was (SIR, 1.99;

95% CI: 1.21–3.07). The corresponding SIR estimates were 1.56 (95% CI:

0.95–2.41) in the reference population of Sweden, 1.82 (95% CI: 1.11–2.81)

in seven municipalities, and 1.75 (95% CI: 1.07–2.72) in the county of

Västernorrland as reference. Based on Cox regression with short-term

workers as the reference group, the rates was still highest among long-term

workers, but this trend was not statistically significant. This pattern of the

estimated HRs for lung cancer being highest among long-term workers

contrasts with the general pattern for other outcomes (Figure 4). Some

outcomes other than lung cancer incidence are also associated with smoking

(urinary organ cancer, chronic obstructive lung disease, and digestive system

disease mortality).
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Figure 4. Adjusted HR estimates from Cox regression models for lung cancer

incidence for selected outcomes of cancer incidence and mortality. The

distance between the estimates in the graph are located proportional to the

mean cumulative employment time (1.6, 7.5, 20.5 years) for each category.

Incorporating a lag-time in the analysis of lung cancer incidence did not

strengthen the association between rates and cumulative employment time.

The estimate of the SIR for lung cancer after lagging exposure (employment

time) 20 years was 1.65 (95% CI: 0.88–2.82) for workers employed for 10

years or more compared with that expected from the reference population

from northern Sweden.

Paper II

Overall, all-cause mortality was 8% higher among workers in the cohort

that had been employed as blue-collar workers with a SMR of 1.08 (95% CI:

1.05–1.11) relative to the expected mortality from the reference population of

northern Sweden. The corresponding SIR for cancer was 1.04 (95% CI:

0.99–1.08). The SMR for workers who had been employed as an

underground worker was 1.10 (95% CI: 1.06–1.13) and their SIR for all

cancer was 1.06 (95% CI: 1.00–1.11).
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Cause-specific mortality groups with elevated rates based on SMR were

circulatory diseases, tumors, violent deaths, and respiratory diseases. Among

the mortality subgroups were myocardial infarctions and chronic obstructive

lung diseases elevated. Cause-specific incidental cancers representing

elevated SIR were nonmelanoma skin cancer, lip cancer, and lung cancer.

However, except for lung cancer when considering all outcomes of mortality

and cancer incidence, no positive associations with either total employment

time or employment time underground was evident. The elevating trend of

lung cancer with primary underground work was known previously, as

elevated rates of incidental lung cancer have been explained by cumulative

exposures of both radon and quartz in a previous study based on workers in

this same cohort [27, 28]. Delimiting the analysis to cumulative employment

underground resulted in estimates of SMR and adjusted rate ratios that

generally diverged more from unit compared with total cumulative

employment time.

Underground work was negatively asssociated with several outcomes

(cerebrovascular diseases, stroke, digestive system diseases, genitourinary

system diseases, and rectal cancer incidence). These results are summarized

and illustrated in Figure 5. The corresponding Poisson regression analysis

for risk of underground work delimited to long-term workers only (≥30 

years of employment) gave comparable estimates, but with less precision

because of the fewer remaining outcomes. If combining all outcomes of

mortality that were negatively associated with underground work and then

comparing long-term underground work (≥15 years) with surface work, the 

adjusted rate ratio became 0.60 (95% CI: 0.47–0.75), and the corresponding

p-value from test of trend was 0.004.
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Figure 5. Rate ratio estimates with 95% CI for duration of employment

underground and total employment time in years based on Poisson

regression. Short-time employments represented the reference category.

Categories for duration of employment were 1–4, 5–14, 15–29, and ≥30 

years, and underground 0, >0–4, 5–14, and ≥15 years.  The location of the 

category points in relation to the x-axis is the mean duration employment

time per category. The figure includes all outcomes negatively associated

with duration of underground work among blue-collar workers.

Paper III

The results from paper III on iron-ore miners showed that outdoor work

was associated with elevated rates of cerebrovascular disease mortality.

However, the results did not support that heavy physical workloads was

protective of the selected outcomes.
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The distribution based on work location was: 19%, outdoor workers; 46%,

working inside; 31%, mining; and 3%, missing. Adjusted rate ratio estimates

of cerebrovascular disease mortality increased with employment time

classified into working outdoor as illustrated in Figure 6a. Based on SMR

(reference population of northern Sweden), the association between outdoor

employment and death from cerebrovascular diseases was not as evident.

There were two reasons for this difference. The first reason was that the SMR

was clearly below one for short-term outdoor employment workers whereas

the corresponding adjusted rate ratio was one by design. The second reason

was the more extensive adjustments when calculating adjusted rate ratio

estimates delimited to comparisons of exposure within the cohort. Including

year of first employment in the model, the adjusted rate ratio estimate for

cumulative employment time outdoors (≥25 years) increased from 1.36 to 

1.62. The reason for this elevated shift was that workers first employed in

1930–1949 represented a stronger association with outdoor work compared

with workers first employed before 1930 (Figure 6b). Adjusting for actively

employed by including employed (yes, no) as a time-dependent variable in

the model gave comparable results, as did limiting the analysis to only

include attained ages ≥55 years. 
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Figure 6. Mortality of cerebrovascular diseases. Categories for duration of

employment outdoor were 0–4, 5–14, 15–24 and ≥25  years. The interaction 

terms in Figure 6b are based on a common reference group that is first year

of employment ≤1929 and years of employment in outdoor work 0-4 years. A 

linear fit on estimated rate ratios were made for the categories of years of

employment in outdoor work conditional on year of first employment. The

mean years of employment outdoor were used as scores in the model when

estimating the linear trend. Another version of figure 6b is in paper III

(Figure 2).

The distribution of person-years by physical workload in the cohort was:

15% for very low; 18%, low; 35%, acceptable; 25%, high; 4%, extremely high;

and 3%, missing. Cumulative employment time exposed to heavy physical

workloads was not associated with any of the outcomes of cerebrovascular

diseases, nervous system and sense organs, genitourinary system diseases,

and colon and rectal cancer incidence. However, the rate of nervous system

and sense organs was lower than in the reference population of northern

Sweden for all workers, irrespective of duration of employment.

Underground work deviated the most from expected rates when

comparing SMR between the cohort subgroups: all cohorts; workers

employed ≥15 years; workers with heavy physical workload employment ≥15 
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years; outdoor workers employed ≥15 years; and underground workers 

employed ≥15 years (Figure 7). The SMR for the subgroup of workers that 

had been employed underground ≥15 years was 0.70 (95% CI: 0.56–0.85) 

compared with 1.16 (95% CI: 0.94–1.40) for workers employed outdoors ≥15 

years based on the reference population of northern Sweden. Figure 7 also

shows SMR when comparing the rates in the cohort with local reference

populations. The Malmberget mine is located in the municipality of Gällivare

and the Kiruna mine is located in the municipality of Kiruna.

Figure 7. SMR of cerebrovascular disease mortality based on reference

populations of northern Sweden and the municipalities of Kiruna and

Gällivare. The numbers are the SMR estimates. Narrower grey lines

represent CIs assuming no random variation in the reference populations

and black lines when considering variation in the reference population.

Paper IV

The effect of exposure from respirable dust when adjusting for the healthy

worker survivor effect by g-estimation resulted in elevated risks of mortality

that was not observed using standard associational modeling. For all
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mortality, results based on g-estimation and Cox regression implied the

same conclusion, i.e., of an association between mortality and respirable

dust. However, respirable dust was still estimated to be a risk factor for

mortality when adjusting for HWSE, despite censoring outcomes already

known from earlier studies to be associated with dust.

Of the 13000 workers in the cohort, 74% had ever been exposed to dust

and 37% to high levels of dust. The distributions of dust exposure by year of

employment and total number of workers divided by all work, outdoor work,

and underground work are illustrated by Figure 8.

Figure 8. Percentage of person-years in the cohort (as employed)

represented by any exposure of dust, high exposure of dust and yearly

number of employed workers (gray area) stratified by all work, outdoor

work or underground work.
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The number of deaths representing all-cause mortality was 5185; all

mortality excluding lung cancer, violent deaths, and respiratory diseases was

4004, mortality excluding lung cancer, violent deaths, respiratory diseases,

and myocardial infarctions was 2454; and respiratory diseases was 302. For

all incidental cancers, the corresponding number was 1948 and for all cancer

excluding lung cancer 1709.

Mortality of all-causes increased with higher levels of respirable dust. The

estimated hazard ratio for iron-ore workers exposed to ≥200 mg/m3*years of

cumulative dust was 1.22 (95% CI: 1.09–1.37) for all-cause mortality

compared to unexposed workers. The results from g-estimation lead to

similar interpretations of the risk of respirable dust: a survival ratio of 0.94

(95% CI: 0.91–0.97) for all mortality should be interpreted as that the life

expectancy is reduced with 6% years if work-exposed to dust ≥8 mg/m3 in 15

years compared to never exposed (Figure 9). This survival ratio corresponds

to a hazard ratio of 1.29 (95% CI: 1.13–1.41) if exposed 15 years compared to

never exposed. Results based on Cox regression for mortality when

censoring lung cancer, violent deaths and respiratory diseases did not give

support of an association with dust. In contast was dust still associated with

mortality based on results from g-estimation, adjusting for the HWSE. The

survival ratio derived from g-estimation was then: 0.95 (95% CI: 0.92–0.99)

(Figure 9). The same general conclusion was still valid when also censoring

myocardial infarctions but with overall lower effects. The estimated HR was

relatively high for mortality of respiratory diseases, although with wide CIs.

The HR of exposure to ≥200 mg/m3*years of cumulative dust was 1.57 (95%

CI: 0.98–2.50). However, these estimates were reduced substantially when

excluding the 23 deaths due to silicosis. G-estimation did not verify an

association between respirable dust and respiratory disease mortality

(Figure 9).

For incidental cancers, analysis based on Cox regression was able to detect

an increased risk of all cancer among highly exposed workers (≥200 

mg/m3*years). This increased risk could be explained by lung cancer because

previous studies have shown that lung cancer is associated with quartz [27,

28]. An expected elevation of all incidental cancers was not verified based on

g-estimation (Figure 9). For all cancer, after censoring lung cancer, none of

the methods suggested that respirable dust was associated with cancer.
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Figure 9. Relative lifespan change (survival ratio) if exposed to respirable
dust ≥8 mg/m3 in 15 years compared with never exposed, calculated from g-
estimation. The left CI is based on the Wald statistic from the GEE model
and the right CI on bootstrap simulation. Mortality subgroup 1: All mortality
excluding lung cancer, violent deaths, and respiratory diseases. Mortality
subgroup 2: All mortality excluding lung cancer, violent deaths, respiratory
diseases, and myocardial infarctions.
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Discussion

This thesis based on two occupational cohorts has provided an overview of

the fatal risks and incidental cancers associated with work as a blue-collar

worker in the 20th century. It has also helped to clarify the complexity of the

analysis of the time-dependent relationships between exposure,

confounding, health status, and outcomes. Occupational cohort studies,

especially with lengthy follow-up times, are relatively rare as they usually

necessitate access to time-defined historical data from the company together

with personal identifiers to merge with external information such as

outcomes. The two cohorts that are the foundation of this thesis would not

be constructed without good collaboration with the two companies for

baseline- and time-dependent information on their workers.

The results

Paper I supported the finding that lung cancer was elevated among

workers in the primary aluminium smelter. This observation was supported

by a larger study from Canada in 2006 and a review and meta-analysis from

2004 [11, 13]. The study from Canada had also information on smoking on

77% of the workers. In contrast, later studies based on Norwegian primary

aluminium smelters have not observed that lung cancer increased among

workers [12, 19, 25, 57]. Three of the studies from Norway had also asset to

information on smoking [12, 19, 25]. The primary explanation for the

elevated risks has been exposure from PAHs, especially when working in

Söderberg potrooms. The support for lung cancer being a work risk factor

based on this paper was mainly that lung cancer was elevated compared with

that in the reference populations and that the association with cumulative

employment time was positive. Moreover, this positive association

contrasted with other outcomes that had smoking as an important

confounder in common with lung cancer. The lack of smoking information

on the workers is an uncertain factor that has to be considered. The variation

of SIR when using different reference populations indirectly indicated that

the risk for lung cancer was susceptible to confounding.

Of interest, short-term workers (0.5–2 years of employment) generally

represented elevated rates of disease, especially of mortality, compared with

long-term employment and external reference populations. This pattern of

short-term workers being composed of workers of generally poorer health

has also been observed in Norway [58]. These negative associations could

also have indicated that smoking was more common among short-term

workers than among long-term workers based on the assumption that

workers with generally poorer health are more frequent smokers.
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The majority of previous studies that have been evaluating the risk of

cancer based on primary aluminium smelter workers have found an

increased risk of bladder cancer [10-12]. This was not the case in this

Swedish cohort. The group ‘urinary organs’ was used instead of ‘bladder

cancer,’ although 20 of the 22 outcomes were bladder cancer (two were

ureteral cancer). A possible explanation of this missing association could be

confounding from smoking. The assumption that confounding from smoking

explained this lack of association was supported if short-term workers were

actually the most frequent smokers.

Perhaps of less potential, but still of interest were the elevated rates of

incidental tumors in the central nervous system and head and neck and the

negative association with prostate cancer. Tumors in the central nervous

system and head and neck were elevated compared with the external

reference populations, but without an association with employment time.

Compared with northern Sweden, the estimated SIR was 1.83 (95% CI: 1.10–

2.86) for tumors in the central nervous system and 1.71 (95% CI: 0.98–2.77)

for head and neck cancer. The levels of the SIR estimates for cancer in the

central nervous system were consistent when using different reference

populations, but not so for head and neck cancer. Magnetic fields are a

possible exposure occurring in the smelter that could explain the increased

risk of these tumors. The inverse association between employment and

prostate cancer has also been observed previously [59]. We have no

explanation for why aluminium smelter work could prevent prostate cancer,

except the HWSE.

The use of several external reference populations when calculating SMR

and SIR should give an apprehension of how sensitive the estimates were for

unmeasured confounding. The contribution of random variation in the risks

in the reference populations compared with the systematic variation should

be small because the number of outcomes in the reference populations

usually was large. Any substantial deviations in SMR and SIR depending on

choice of reference population, should therefore have been caused by

differences in reference population characteristics, such as risk factor

behavior and not by random error. As seen in paper I, the differences

between estimates derived from the three reference populations were not

negligible. The estimated SMR or SIR differed more than 20% (units) for 8

of 22 outcomes and more than 10% for 13 of 22 outcomes depending on

which of the three or four reference populations were used. The estimated

SIRs for lung cancer (all cohort) were 1.27 (95% CI: 0.90–1.72), 1.62 (95%

CI: 1.15–2.20), and 1.48 (95% CI: 1.06–2.02) for Sweden, northern Sweden,

and the seven biggest municipalities in northern Sweden, respectively.
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The results from paper II did not suggest any new risks associated with

long-term mining that have not been published previously. Previous papers

have shown that exposure of radon and quartz has been associated with lung

cancer and that mortality of silicosis in the mines has been elevated [27-29].

Even if these exposures still exist, their impact on the worker has generally

decreased in later years. Mortality of myocardial infarctions was also

elevated in comparison with the external reference population of northern

Sweden. The results from paper II did not suggest an association between

duration of time in underground work and myocardial infarctions, which

contrasts with a previous study on the same workers [31]. However, this was

because different reference groups were used. The study from this thesis

compared the rates of long-term underground workers with workers not

employed underground, whereas the earlier study limited their analysis only

to include workers that had been working underground and in that setting

compared the long-term underground workers with short-term underground

workers. The reason for these different results was likely that other long-

term workers not employed underground also were susceptible for

myocardial infarctions, therefore diluting the association with duration of

employment underground in paper II.

Possibly the most interesting result from paper II was the decreasing

trends of lower rates with longer employments for several outcomes,

especially in underground work. Mortality of cerebrovascular diseases,

stroke, and diseases of the digestive and genitourinary systems were all

negatively associated with duration of employment underground. Combining

these outcomes and comparing long-term underground work ≥15 years with 

surface work resulted in an adjusted rate ratio of 0.60 (95% CI: 0.47–0.75).

However, this approach of retrospectively merging all outcomes that share

the same negative association and estimating the effect are likely to produce

exaggerated results. The codes for stroke (WHO ICD-7: I63–164) used in

this study contained cerebral infarctions that mostly occurred in older ages

and cerebral hemorrhage could possibly have been a more relevant outcome

in this context, but they could not be disentangled from the ICD codes until

later years. In this study, cerebral hemorrhages are included in mortality of

cerebrovascular diseases. In incidental cancers, underground work was

associated with decreasing rates of rectal cancer and the incidence of colon

cancer was significantly lower than in the reference population of northern

Sweden. Furthermore, total employment time was associated with

decreasing rates of incidental kidney cancer. These results suggest the

question of if the inversed association could be explained by a protecting

effect from work or if it corresponded to a selection bias because less-healthy
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workers generally terminated their employment earlier for any health-

related reason (a HWSE).

Even if this study did not find outcomes that were positively associated

with duration of employment (except for lung cancer), rates were still

elevated compared with the reference population of northern Sweden. An

exposure from work could have actually contributed to these increased rates,

but the exposure surrogates represented by cumulative employment time

lacked the power for detection. SMR or SIR was elevated for chronic

obstructive lung disease, tumors, myocardial infarctions, violent deaths, and

incidence of nonmelanoma skin, lung, stomach, and lip cancers. It could also

have been that the groupings of the cause specific outcomes diluted an

association.

The hypotheses and focus of paper III were based on the observed results

from paper II—in particular, the negative associations between underground

work and a subset of selected outcomes. Two hypotheses were evaluated in

paper III. The first was ‘could the observed negative associations with

underground work for this subset of outcomes correspondingly also be

observed as an increasing risk from outdoor work?’ A priori in performing

this study was mortality of cerebrovascular diseases the only outcome that

could be explained by the conditions involved in outdoor work. Cold

temperatures have been shown to be a risk factor for circulatory diseases, but

then the risk is foremost from acute effects related to cold temperatures [60].

Exposure to cold temperature has been shown to increase blood pressure

[61] and there are several potential mechanisms that could explain an

increased risk of cerebrovascular diseases [62]. However, it is not so obvious

that exposure to cold temperatures should generate a preserving elevated

effect on blood pressure. The analysis showed that outdoor work was

associated with higher risks of cerebrovascular disease mortality. This effect

of outdoor work was most pronounced when inferences were based on

internal comparison only (Figure 6a) and in particular if the workers were

employed after 1929 (Figure 6b). The elevation was not as obvious when

outdoor worker rates were compared with expected rates based on the

reference population of northern Sweden (Figure 6a). Underground workers

were distinguished the most from the external reference population (Figure

7). A comparison of underground work ≥15 years showed that the rates 

among underground workers were 30% lower (0.70; 95% CI: 0.56–0.85)

than those for (1.16; 95% CI: 0.94–1.40) for outdoor workers. Figure 7 also

shows the corresponding SMR when using the reference populations of the

municipalities of Kiruna and Gällivare. The diverging trends between

outdoor work and underground work became evident when both were
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included in the same adjusted Poisson model and cumulative employment

time was based on the same category levels (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Cumulative outdoor and underground employment time. The

estimates are derived from the same model and the points are located at the

mean employment time per category.

These diverging trends were clear despite the overlap in the classification

into outdoor and underground work. Of all person-years classified as

outdoor, 26% was simultaneously classified as underground work and 7% of

all person-years classified as underground were also classified as outdoor.

The classification procedures were performed by different experts with

knowledge of the mines independently of each other. Earlier work periods in

Kiruna have sometimes been interpreted as both outdoor and underground,

depending on the location criteria. When classifying outdoor work, all work

periods at Kiruna before the 1960s involving blue-collar mining was

classified into outdoor work, as Kiruna was then an open-pit mine. Another

aggravating circumstance was because cerebrovascular diseases have been

diluted by misclassification in the Swedish Cause of Death Register. In a

validation study of the Swedish Cause of Death Register on 1094 deaths

registered in 1995, 0.68% (95% CI: 0.60–0.77) of all deaths from underlying

cerebrovascular causes was classified correctly.
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The second hypothesis evaluated in paper III was ‘Could the previously

observed inverse association between cumulative employment time and risk

be explained by a protecting effect from heavy physical workloads?’ The

basis for this assumption was that it was the acutal work that contributed to

the observed inversed associations. This hypothesis could also be of

particular interest as it concerns an area of health determinants that is still

highly relevant today. All outcomes in paper II that were negatively

associated with cumulative employment underground were modeled against

heavy physical workloads, except for mortality of diseases of the digestive

system. The reason for not including diseases of the digestive system in the

analysis was that this group consists of several diverging outcomes that lack

a possible theory of why physical activity should be protective. Moreover,

20% of the digestive system diagnoses were related to alcohol. The other

outcomes or subgroup of outcomes had properties that could be associated

with a protecting effect from physical activity. However, this study could not

verify that heavy physical workloads protect against the selected subset of

diseases in this paper. It is important to note that physical activity in other

forms or sedentary works or lifestyles still could be important health

protectors for these diseases, but the variability of the cohort and the

category of heavy physical workload were not powerful enough to detect it.

The observed statistically significant lower rates of mortality of nervous

system and sense organs compared with the reference population of

northern Sweden in paper II could be an example of a protecting effect of a

moderate physical workload.

The fact that the research question evaluated in paper III was formed on

the same cohort as is was tested on made the inferences of the results harder

to value due to the inevitable dependence of the results. Therefore was the

initial plan to follow-up the same hypothesis as was evaluated in paper III,

but on another independent cohort. However, the results for exposure of

physically heavy workload and risk for a subset of outcomes did not motivate

a comparable study on another cohort. The results for employments

classified as outdoor and underground work and their associations with

cerebrovascular disease mortality could be of interest to follow-up on

another independent cohort. The research question could be if exposure to

colder temperatures, or possibly temperatures with high variability due to

residing or working outdoor is associated with higher risk of cerebrovascular

diseases. It would also be interesting to evaluate the effect of adjusting for

competing risks. The quality of the Swedish Cause of Death Register for

cerebrovascular diseases argues against a study on mortality as outcome.

Therefore, a study could be based on blood pressure as a marker instead of

deaths as a more interesting choice of focus.
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The motive for paper IV was shaped by the results from all previous

studies in this thesis together with papers that were read in reference to

them. More specifically, the often-suspected selection of healthier workers

staying employed longer in the companies was the inspiration for paper IV.

This phenomenon is usually referred to as the HWSE. In paper III, whether

the reversed associations could be explained by factors corresponding to the

actual work was explored. In paper IV, the effect of respirable dust on

mortality and cancer incidence when adjusting for the HWSE was evaluated.

The HWSE has two practical implications: it could be a bias when evaluating

the association between an exposure and outcome; and the cause of the

HWSE could be of interest on its own and possibly have public health

implications. The reason for studying the effect of dust was that mining have

traditionally been characterized as extremely dusty compared to other

professions. The exposure to dust has also been an exposure that concerned

a high proportion of the miners.

The effect of respirable dust on workers from this cohort has been

analyzed previously [27-31, 63] but in this paper, the association between

dust and outcome was amplified if we adjusted for the HWSE in the analysis.

Because the HWSE is caused by time-dependent confounding, standard

survival models such as Cox regression or Poisson regression would lead to

biased results if a HWSE were present. Therefore, analysis was conducted

based on g-estimation of AFT models. Furtermore, standard associational

Cox regression was performed based on cumulative respirable dust as both

penalized splines and as categories. The conclusions from the Cox regression

were compared with the corresponding conclusions from the g-estimation

that adjusted for the HWSE. The calculation was not adapted to make the

two methods comparable as the estimates from Cox regression and g-

estimation differ in characteristics and equivalent results could not be

expected even without an existing HWSE.

The main difference between the results based on Cox regression and g-

estimation was that the former did not verify any association between

respirable dust and mortality when censoring outcomes that were known to

be associated with dust. In contrast, g-estimation suggested that there still

was an association (Figures 3 and 4 in paper IV). Based on cancer incidence

as outcome, g-estimation seemed to be an inferior method as the elevation

among long-term exposed workers was verified statistically by Cox

regression, but not by g-estimation (Figure 6 in paper IV). Previous studies

on the same workers have shown that lung cancer was associated with quartz

and therefore an elevated risk for all incidental cancers was expected, which

g-estimation did not detect. The results for g-estimation in comparison with
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Cox regression for cancer could also be interpreted as meaning that cancer

incidence was not affected by the HWSE to the same extent as mortality. My

general conclusion based on the results from paper IV is that if suspicion

exists that a HWSE could bias the exposure-response analysis in an

occupational cohort, then it would be best to combine standard associational

analysis (like Cox regression) with structural modeling such as g-estimation.

Concerning smoking, a previous study on the same iron-ore miner

workers explored the occurrence of smoking in the iron-ore workers

compared with smoking in the general population in Sweden [30].

Information on smoking habits in the form of “current smoking only (yes or

no)” was available for a subgroup of workers from employee health

examinations during the 1980s. Data on smoking were available for 3831

workers with additional data from 3276 repeat examinations. These data

were compared with national data from Sweden for the period 1980–1989.

The age-standardized proportion of smokers in the cohort between 1980 and

1989 was 33.5%, while corresponding numbers were 31.9% in the Swedish

population as a whole.

Methodological considerations

General methodological considerations

The four substudies that comprise this thesis have all focused on severe

outcomes, either as deaths or as incidental cancer diagnoses. The long-term

property of the two cohorts enables inferences to be made about diseases

that are usually impossible to detect otherwise. When analyzing fatal

outcomes and cancer, consideration has to be made for the fact that time-

depending confounding then becomes a greater source of bias, as the time-

span from exposure to outcome detection could be long. An important aspect

that determines in which extent confounding (measured or unmeasured)

should be concidered a problem is knowledge of possible known risk factors

and their relations with the studied outcome. Moreover, if the defined

outcome in the analysis actually consists of a manifold of related, although

different types of outcomes, the possible supporting theories get less specific

that could explain the causal pathway between the exposure and outcome.

Several of the outcomes in our papers are aggregated groups of cause-

specific diseases. The statistical power for detecting risk factors at work also

depends on how well defined the exposures are and have been measured. It

may be that studies based on exposure surrogates lack the power to observe

risk factors at work that are harmful, but rare in occurrence. The exposures

in papers I and II are surrogate exposures represented by cumulative

employment time and in paper II, cumulative employment time

underground. Correspondingly, if statistically reliable results show up in an
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analysis that have been based on a cruder exposure such as cumulative

employment time, the link between the result and a causal explanation gets

more ambiguous. More specific and well-defined exposures are used in

paper III (physical workload) and in paper IV (respirable dust). An implicit,

but important, assumption in all papers was that the possible effect from

exposures lasted indefinitely from the end of exposure.

The long-term quality of the cohorts has meant that a high fraction of the

oucomes were represented by older ages. This may have implications for the

validity of the models. All models used in this thesis have relied on the

assumption that the event rates acted multiplicatively on the included

variables. This could be a source of misspecification if the relationship

between variables could be better described with an additive model. In this

thesis, the choice to use models based on a multiplicative assumption was

likely to be most critical in relation to age. Age has clearly been the most

important confounder in all papers (data not shown) and the difference

between a constant exposure-effect on age or relative to the size of the age-

specific effects could be of importance. Another potential source of bias

because of older age outcomes is competing risks. Competing risks would be

a problem if the exposure of interest is associated both with death from a

competing cause (generally occurring at slightly younger ages) and also the

outcome of interest (generally occurring at older ages). This means that

more susceptible workers would no longer be at risk at later ages, possible

leading to an underestimation of the actual risks of the outcome of interest.

This could have been a scenario for underground workers, although the lack

of higher risks for other causes of death did not support it. Competing risks

were not considered when conducting the analysis in this study, except when

performing g-estimation in paper IV. Censoring due to competing risks was

adjusted for in g-estimation by giving higher weights to noncensored

subjects proportional to the number of censored subjects in the same strata

and follow-up time [54]. The long follow-up times also raise the topic of

identifying separate age, period, or cohort effects. However, the papers in

this thesis have only had the ambition to control for these effects. Owing to

their mutual and perfect dependence, only two of the three variables age,

period, or cohort were required to be included in the models.

The concept of confounding is central in observational studies based on

occupational data but the definition of confounding and its distinction from

other related concepts could be ambiguous [45, 49, 52]. The following piece

is a summation of my comprehension of the meaning of confounding and

related concepts based on the content in this thesis. To be a confounder must

an extraneous variable both be associated with the exposure and the

outcome. This extraneous variable must also represent an own causal effect
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on the outcome and not only be associated with the outcome because it is

correlated with the exposure. For example, an extraneous intermediate

variable that is on the causal pathway between the exposure and the outcome

is not a confounder as the association between the mediator (intermediate

variable) and the outcome actually is caused by the exposure. A complexity

with intermediate variables is that they can be both on the pathway between

exposure and outcome and also indirectly represent confounding. This could

happen when the intermediate variable is associated with other extraneous

variables that have a causal effect on the outcome. If this intermediate

variable also is a repeated measure (like the exposure), then is the

confounding time-dependent. Time-dependent confounding is the result of

interplay between two repeated measures, the exposure and an intermediate

variable that both have an effect on the outcome. The HWSE is an example

of a concequence of time-dependent confounding. When a HWSE exists,

then duration of employment is an intermediate variable reflecting a

mechanism of healthier workers remaining employed longer. In this scenario

is duration of employment not by its own merits a confounder, but a proxy

for other extraneous variables that is confounding the exposure-outcome

relationship. Duration of employment could also be described as a collider

[45] as it is a common effect of both previous exposure and unknown health

determinants. Another term that could be used to describe the selection

effect of healthier workers to longer employment is selection bias. Selection

bias in an observational occupational cohort context is a selective drop-out

process from employment that is affecting the exposure assessment as well

as being associated with the outcome. The distinction between confounding

and selection bias could be ambiguous. An easy demarcated scenario is when

an extraneous variable is a common cause of both the exposure and the

outcome, then this extraneous variable acts as a confounder (and this is not

selection bias). However, this distinction gets more difficult based on a

scenario when an extraneous variable is a common effect of the exposure and

factors that is linked with the outcome. Some could call both scenarios bias

from confounding whether some would only call that scenario selection bias

[45, 49, 52]. My personal wiew is that time-dependent confounding and

selection bias are related and that time-dependent confounding refers to the

mechanism (interplay between exposure and mediator) whereas selection

bias refers to a consequence of time-dependent confounding.

The value of statistical significance could be questioned in performing

studies where many different exposures and outcomes are elevated. This

multiple-comparison problem means that the risk of false positive results

increases if no adjustment is made for performing multiple comparisons.

The multiple-comparison problem was of most concern in papers I and II

because of the many outcomes that were evaluated. In principle, there exist
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two strategies for dealing with this problem: either to correct the results (CIs

or p-values) for multiple comparisons in the calculation stage or to consider

the statistical inferences more as being indicative and hypothesis generating.

The choice of correcting for multiple comparisons in the calculation stage

would either imply a crude correction that would excessively decrease the

power of the studies or has to be based on assumptions on the dependence

structures of the data that are difficult to validly accomplish and perform in

practice. The more pragmatic approach of not correcting for multiple testing

in the calculation stage was preferred, as supported by Rothman [64], which

implies a greater weight to subjective considerations such as being able to

connect results to a credible explanatory theory or observing a pattern of

results from several outcomes sharing common characteristics. A drawback

with this applied strategy could be that odd findings lacking obvious

theoretical support were falsely ignored. Another aggravating issue related to

the multiple-comparison problem is that adapting different models

depending on outcome and increasing the complexity solely for improving

the fit of the model becomes more problematic. The problem is the risk of

overfitting the model and creating a model that describes a relation that

occurred only by chance. This is the reason why common models were used

irrespective of outcome in the first two papers.

Bias from misclassification of time at risk should have been a minor

problem in this thesis (misspecified induction and latency times), as first

time employment generally occurred in younger ages in the two cohorts,

togheter with that the outcomes generally occured at higher ages due to long

follow-up times. This assumtion was the reason for not incorporating and

evaluating different induction and latency times in the analysis for the three

studies on iron-ore miners. However, misclassification of the exposure

variables could have diluted the results in this thesis. Total employment time

should have been measured with high precision but other exposures

(employment time underground, outdoor, employments in heavy physical

workloads and respirable dust) are likely to have been measured with error.

Common for all exposures have been that the misclassifications should have

diluted the exposure-outcome associations, as exposure estimates have been

performed without knowledge of the outcomes. Misclassification of the

outcomes could have been a sourse of error, especially for mortality. The

coding of incidental cancer has been known to be of satisfactory quality [48].

However, the quality of the cause of death register has been more prone to

error in the coding of the diseases. Moreover, has the the quality of the

coding differed depending on the diagnosis and age of the individual. Based

on data from 1995, a study showed that the proportion of correctly classified

death overall was 0.77 (95% CI; 0.74–0.81) for underlying causes of deaths

[65]. Of cause specific diagnoses, malignant neoplasms represented best
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quality with a correct classified proportion of 0.90 (95% CI: 0.84–0.95) and

worst was for benign, other and unspecified tumors 0.40% (95% CI: 0.31–

0.49). Misclassification of mortality could have been a possible sourse of

differential error if long term workers generally died in the same hospital

catchment area as they worked whereas short term workers in higher extent

had moved. The misclassification of the outcomes would lead to differential

bias if the misclassification error varies systematically between different

areas in Sweden.

SMR

Comparative measures such as the SMR (or SIR) are a valuable tool for

comparing rates in a cohort with an external reference population. Owing to

its good small-sample properties, SMR is often used when the number of

outcomes in the denominator is sparse. The objection of using SMR is

usually that comparisons of different subgroups in a cohort by comparing

SMR (derived from same reference population) could be biased. The bias

occurs if the distribution of person-years per strata used as weight for

calculating the expected values from the reference population differs

between the subgroups and if the distribution of the stratum-specific ratios

between observed and expected values differs between the subgroups. This

bias should rarely be a big issue in practice unless the violations are

substantial. In their book on statistical methods in cancer research, Breslow

and Day state that SMR and the unbiased comparative mortality figure

usually should be close in practice [66]. A compromise that has to be made

when calculating SMR is that the calculations have to be based on an

aggregation of age, as this is the main form that the administrative agencies

provides the reference files. This could be a source of bias, especially for the

oldest age group, usually consisting of ages 85 years and older [67]. It would

be of value if the administrative agencies further split the oldest age-group as

life expectancy increases each year.

In my experience, the greatest issue with SMR has been the lack of

reference to a method of calculating CIs that could be used when the

expected values are based on a reference population from a smaller

geographical area (with fewer outcomes). The standard method of

calculating a CI is based on the assumption that there exists no variation in

the rates from the reference population. This assumption is likely to be

violated when the reference population is from a lesser populated

geographical area. In Appendix 2, a formula has been developed to calculate

a CI that takes into account the variation in the reference population. This

formula relies on the assumption that the estimated SMR follows a normal

distribution and has been used for calculating the CIs for the two

municipalities in Figure 7. As the graph illustrates, the CIs are shown to take
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into account the variation in the reference population are wider than the

standard method. This added comparison of SMR with the local

municipalities showed that the expected rates from the municipality of

Gällivare corresponded well with northern Sweden. However, the expected

rates in the municipality of Kiruna were generally higher, which resulted in

lower SMR.

Experiences of modeling the exposure-response associations

The analysis of the exposure–response association in this thesis have

relied heavily on that the exposure associations could be represented by

either categories or splines. The strength with splines, especially when the

exposure consists of a surrogate measure like cumulative employment time,

and what makes splines stand out, is that the shape of the exposure-survival

association does not have to be presumed. However, despite its potential

flexibility, the estimated spline in paper IV did not capture the instant

increase in risk from nonexposed to low exposed (>0–24 mg/m3*years) for

all mortality (Figure 2 in paper IV), which meant that the risk curve for dust

based on splines was on a lower level than the corresponding estimates

based on categories. This lowering of the curve was because the splines are

calculated as a weighted average of the risks for different levels of exposure

whereas the reference based on the categorical analysis only consisted of

nonexposed with particularly low risks.

Modeling of the exposure–response association based on exposure as a

continuous variable could also be of value as the relationship would then

only consist of one parameter, which could be easier to implement in future

meta-analyses. When performing the analysis in paper IV, we attempted to

model both a linear relationship between outcomes and dust as well as based

on a natural log transformation of the exposure variable (not presented in

the paper). The motivation for testing the log-transformed exposure was that

it could fit the data well if the effect of cumulative exposures tails off at

higher exposures as is common in occupational studies [68]. However, it was

difficult to get satisfactory fits of the lines based on a single exposure as

continuous variables as the parameter only captures one dimension of the

association. The choice of fitting linear trends in paper II for all outcomes

that were negatively associated with underground work could have been

somewhat bold (Figure 5). However, the purpose of these fitted linear trends

was only to present an explorative picture of how a monotone trend would

appear, as it is easy to overview without suggesting that a linear fit was

actually the best choice of association. Merging categories within the same

graphs helps the reader evaluate if the linear fit performed seems

appropriate. In general, with epidemiologic data, especially when using

exposure surrogates such as cumulative employment time, describing the
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exposure–response association based on only a single continuous parameter

could be misleading as the sole result. A piecewise model with two or more

parameters could possibly have been used to fit a model based on exposure

as a continuous variable even if it suffers from the same dilemma as

preassigning categorical levels.

Parametric models have also advantages as they give added functionalities

to the analysis. In parametric models, the distribution of the probability

density function f(t) of the distribution (time-to-event) has to be specified.

From a parametric model, predictions are easier and with true maximum

likelihood estimates can be calculated. Parametric models could also give

higher precision for high exposure estimates when the number of workers in

the high exposed group is sparse, and it is possible to use the baseline hazard

to calculate excess risk. A flexible parametric model could also have been an

alternative, especially in paper IV. A flexible parametric model could be

described as a combination of proportional hazards based on a parametric

shape and splines. The reason for not using parametric models in this thesis

was the lack of obvious benefits from the added possibilities that parametric

models would have given to the studies at the price of added complexity and

assumptions.

In summary, the aggravating circumstance was the existence of several

mechanisms besides the exposure that together contributed to the shape of

the association (such as the HWSE). This circumstance is something that to

some extent is likely to be an issue in many occupational cohort studies. My

opinion is that the combinations of splines and categories used in this thesis

for expressing the exposure-response association were a good modeling

strategy given the type of data analyzed. The splines gives a visual picture of

if the shape of the exposure-response pattern agrees with the placements of

the categorical estimates (and vice versa) and the categorical estimates gives

the convenience of being able to refer to a specific exposure level estimate in

the text. Steenland and Deddens suggest a two-phase strategy when

analyzing dose–response curves in occupational epidemiology [68]: a

combination of splines and categories followed by a parametric model. In

that sense, the analysis and graphical displays in this thesis has foremost

been explorative, as the second phase of fitting parametric models has not

been entered. To fit a model based on a parametric fit, a combination of

more well-defined exposures and more specific outcomes are needed. A

parametric fit, especially if based on exposure as a continuous variable,

would also be more appropriate if knowledge of the shape of the association

was known a priori to the analysis. If a new modeling strategy is to be

attempted on these data, it would be to perform piecewise flexible

parametric models.
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Experiences from Cox and Poisson regression modeling

Much has been written about the characteristics and similarities of Cox

and Poisson regression. Both models use the principal formulation: log(rate)

= Xβ where the β parameters represents the log rate ratio. Both models are 

multiplicative and assume proportional hazards. It can also be shown that if

the number of strata in Poisson regression for the predictors is made

infinitely small, the Cox and Poisson regression results in equal rate ratio

estimates. In principle, the choice between Cox and Poisson regression is a

matter of taste, unless more specialized analyzes are to be performed. Here, I

discuss only these two methods based on the experience from this thesis,

with primary focus on their respective strengths and weaknesses.

A key difference in characteristics between Cox and the Poisson regression

is that the validity of the models relies on different assumptions. The Cox

model assumes that the ratio of the hazard functions for any two groups with

different values of the explanatory variable is constant over follow-up time

(Poisson regression is also based on proportional hazards (rates), but

violations are easier to handle). The proportional hazards assumption has

not been a major problem when performing the Cox models in papers I and

IV. In paper IV, the HRs for the variable year of first employment were not

proportional to follow-up time. The simple, successful solution was to

stratify by year of first employment in the model. As long as the variable of

interest (the exposure) does not violate this assumption, the proportional

hazards assumption is not a big problem in Cox regression. The primary

assumption in Poisson regression is that E[Y] = µ, V [y] = µ, which means

that Poisson distribution variance is equal to the mean. Violation of the

assumption of equal mean and variance in Poisson regression leads to

dispersion. Dispersion does not affect estimats of rate ratios, only the

standard error. The consequence of dispersion is that the true standard error

of the parameters is higher (overdisperson) or lower (underdispersion) than

the mean. The overdispersion is due to either a misfitted model or

dependence between the observations. An underdispersed model is more

rare and difficult to explain. Correction of dispersion could be achieved in a

Poisson model by multiplying the square root of a dispersion parameter with

the standard error of the parameter: √∅ × SE(β).

The dispersion parameter implemented in the statistical program R is

calculated as:

∅ =


ܓିܖ
∑
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where n is the sample size, k is the number of estimated parameters, ܻ is the

observed response values, and Ƹߤ is the fitted values from the model. One of

three strategies was selected regarding whether overdispersion should be

corrected for or not: the validity of the models is assumed and

overdispersion is not corrected for; overdispersion is arbitrarily corrected

for; whether overdispersion is an issue in the model is evaluated, and

overdispersion is only corrected for when this is the case. A conservative

strategy was chosen as we arbitrarily adjusted for overdispersion. We did not

correct for underdispersion (if ∅<1). Only correcting for overdispersion when

the data actually could be assumed to be overdispersed was the most

attractive alternative, but methods of testing for dispersion are lacking

because of the unspecific distribution of ∅, which is aggravated by the usually

substantial numbers of cells with zero outcomes (the number of cells is the

number of unique combinations in a table when combining all predictor

categories). A common method of evaluating if dispersion exists is to divide

the model deviance with the degrees of freedom, but this method is only

valid when the majority of cells are represented by outcomes [69]. A

permutation test in the statistical program R was created to form an opinion

of whether the models in this thesis seemed overdispersed:
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# X: vector of predictor variables.

# ptable: data frame of observed number of outcomes and person-years

# (numeric variables) by grouping variables representing predictors

# (factors).

p1<-glm(y~X+offset(log(personyears)),data=ptable, family=quasipoisson)

mu<-exp(predict(p1))

bootfunc <- function(temp1=ptable, d) {

poisson.y<-rpois(n=length(mu), lambda=mu)

temp1$y<-poisson.y

p1<-glm(y~X+offset(log(personyears)),data=temp1, family=quasipoisson)

dpfil<-summary.glm(p1)

dp<-dpfil$dispersion

dp

}

dispboot <- boot(ptable,bootfunc, R=1000)

plot(dispboot)

summary(dispboot$t)

quantile(dispboot$t,c(0.025,0.90,0.975))

This program generates 1000 dispersion parameters based on the original

model as if it had not been dispersed. This trick is possible because new

randomized predictor values (0 or 1) are created from a Poisson distribution

based on expected values equal to the predicted values from the original

models. The distribution of the 1000 dispersion parameters are then

compared with the actual dispersion parameter generated from the original

model. The dispersion parameters from paper IV were: outdoor work and

cerebrovascular diseases, 1.17 (represents the 86% percentile from a

distribution of simulated dispersion parameters); heavy physical workload

and cerebrovascular diseases, 1.18 (94%); heavy physical workload and

nervous system diseases, 0.56 (25%); heavy physical workload and

genitourinary system diseases, 1.15 (86%); heavy physical workload and

rectal cancer, 1.00 (73%); and heavy physical workload and colon cancer,

1.13 (84%).

These results did not give strong evidence that the data had to be adjusted

for overdispersion and it could possibly have been a better choice to not do

the adjustment. The formula ( 4 ) for the dispersion parameter used is not

ideal when the data consist of strata with few outcomes and often with zero

outcomes. This may have been the reason why a dispersion parameter for

rectal cancer of 1.00 for the original model was not closer to the median in
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the simulated distribution. Venables and Ripley have suggested a formula for

the dispersion parameter where the residuals in the numerator in ( 4 ) are

weighted [69]. This formula could possibly have been a better choice for

calculating the dispersion parameter in this thesis. Another possibility could

have been to use a zero-inflated Poisson model. My hesitation towards using

zero-inflated models in these data was that zero outcomes were not

guaranteed by design for any cell, i.e., only random zeros exist in our studies

(a disease could at least have a small probability of occurring for all

combinations of predictors) [70]. The theory behind zero-inflated models is

that zero cells should be analyzed differently because zeros represent a

transition to another probability state. To my knowledge, it cannot be ruled

out that a zero-inflated model would have been a better choice.

Cox regression also has other properties that have assisted the

performance of the studies. A nice possibility of Cox regression is that age

can be invoked as a time variable in the model by left-truncation. It is of

major importance to fully control for age because the outcomes in this thesis

usually have occurred at older ages. In comparison, age must be aggregated

when performing Poisson regression. Using age as a time variable in Cox

regression would have been problematic if inferences are to be made on the

effect from age. Another advantage with Cox regression is that it can handle

“true” continuous variables that are not aggregated.

A useful property of Poisson regression is that calculations are based on

tabulated rates. This tabulation makes a good foundation for exploring

patterns in rates for different combinations of strata, which is a good start of

the analysis. This is also why Breslow and Day recommend models based on

grouped data when analyzing cancer [66]. Poisson regression could be the

only feasible model with extremely large data. Cox regression models are

based on computer-intensive calculations based on maximum likelihood

estimation and therefore the models could show problems converging or

taking a very long time to fit. Poisson regression does also offer an easy way

of handling repeated events. The best example of repeated events in this

thesis was when the outcome in focus was all cancers that consisted of 9%

repeated cancers in the iron-ore mining worker cohort. The increased

variability from repeated events could easily be adjusted for in the Poisson

model by adding a dispersion parameter to the model (as was done in papers

II and III). It is not as straightforward to allow for repeated events in Cox

regression and only the first case was used in paper IV when all cancers were

analyzed with Cox regression.

In summary, based on the papers in this thesis, the biggest issue

concerning validity that has to do with differences in characteristics between
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Poisson and Cox regression was how to handle dispersion in Poisson

regression.

The healthy worker survivor effect

The concept of the HWE was established with the landmark article by Fox

and Collier [47] and consisted of two phenomenon. 1) Healthier persons are

more likely to seek employment and also to be offered employment. This

effect also relies on the assumption that the effect fades off relatively quickly

after the initial employment. 2) A selection of less healthy workers leaving

the workforce earlier. The first phenomenon is called the HWE and the

second the HWSE. However, it has ocurred that all effects commonly have

been referred to as the HWE. A special case of the HWSE is an effect which

means that short-term workers could be a particular group of workers with

poorer health (or equally that the strength of the selection effect diminishes

with length of employment time [58]). The HWE should have been a minor

problem in this thesis as both cohorts are long-term cohorts with the

majority of outomes occurring several years after the initial employment.

However the HWSE has been a probable sourse of bias in both cohorts of

this thesis. The HWSE has also been a common phenomenon in

occupational studies on fatal outcomes in general [71]. Cross-sectional

studies are particularly vulnerable for the HWSE because when quantifying

the prevalent outcomes in a workplace, the effect of exposure could be

underrepresented if the exposure is associated with termination of

employment. A reversed HWSE could actually occur if workers with better

health are promoted in the company to a non-exposed workplace, possibly to

a leader or white-collar worker. This would give a bias of earlier termination

(from exposure) of workers with better health. I do not know a name for this

effect, but for distinction from other effects, I call it the unhealthy worker

survivor effect.

Figure 11 illustrates a simplified HWSE that could have been a likely

scenario in both cohorts. The graph illustrates only one possible scenario of a

HWSE and the pathways could have been made much more complicated.

The black pathways originating from start of employment/exposure

represent the direction of interest, i.e., we want to know the risk of outcome

caused by exposure. The direct black arrow from exposure to outcome could

be the risk due to the actual exposure dose and the black arrow passing “end

of employment” could be the risk due to the cumulative exposure. The red

arrows represent the confounding that must be controlled for in the analysis.

Because it is a HWSE scenario, the unknown health status is generally worse

if the employment ends earlier.
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Figure 11. Model of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) illustrating a possible

HWSE in this cohort. The direction of the arrow represents a causal

pathway. An association exists in both directions of the arrow. The black

arrows represent the causal pathway of interest. The red arrows represent

the association that confounds the exposure–outcome inference.

The HWSE is a concept that only describes the consequences of the

phenomenon, i.e., workers that stay longer in the workforce have better

health leading to a reversed effect between exposure and outcome. I have not

found that litterature define the HWSE separately from its cause. In

principle, the cause of the HWSE could either be explained by health-

protecting determinants from work or by a selection effect excluding workers

with poorer health out of the workforce. The first explanation would mean

that work creates good health and the second is that work excludes workers

with poorer health (the last scenario is illustrated in Figure 11). However, the

majority of researchers refer, sometimes implicitly, to the HWSE as a

selection (exclusion) of workers with poorer health. In reality, both causal

pathways could more or less contribute to the HWSE. It was the first type of

effect tested in paper III when the exposure was represented by heavy

physical workloads. Either explanation could have been possible in paper IV.

Start of
employment/

exposure

Cumulative
exposure

End of
employment/

duration of
employment

Outcome

Unknown
health status

Health
determinants
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Experiences of g-estimation

G-estimation is a semiparametric model first introduced as a method of

controlling for the HWSE [72]. To my knowledge, this method has only been

published once for this purpose [73]. This could be because the method is

rather difficult to comprehend and because no statistical software have it

implemented for easy execution. A practical solution for performing g-

estimation has been assisted by the sharing of their STATA program code in

an article by Chevelier, which can be downloaded as an appendix from a

Webpage [55]. A STATA journal also published code for performing g-

estimation [74], but this was in a more general context and not specific for

analyzing an occupational cohort study and adjusting for the HWSE. The

code that we have implemented in the free statistical software R for

performing the g-estimation in paper IV is added in Appendix 1 in this

thesis. The program code in Appendix 1 was used when calculating the

conditional survival ratio with CIs based on bootstrap simulation.

Causal inference is an area of epidemiology that raises the level of

ambition by distinguishing between causal and associational pathways in the

analysis. G-estimation and marginal structural models (MSM) [75] are

examples of two tools that belong to the family of causal methods whereas

Cox and Poisson regresson are associational models. Figure 12 depicts the

core conceptual difference between causational and associational analyses.

The whole population is represented by a diamond shape at the top, which is

divided into white (the unexposed) and grey (the exposed) areas. The main

message from Figure 12 is that Causal analysis are accomplished by

comparing the whole pseudo-population as if they all was exposed with the

whole pseudo population as is they all was unexposed (Figure 12, left). As

only one exposure scenario in reality is known for each worker, structural

modeling (in that respect) resembles methods of analysis based on

imputation or simulation of unknown values. In comparison are the

associational analyses accomplished by comparing different subgroups of

exposed and unexposed (Figure 12, right). Because associational analysis

only compares subgroups of the whole population is it more susceptible for

selection bias.
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Figure 12. Illustration of the different procedures when performing causal

and associational modeling. (A similar graph has previously been presented

by M.A. Hernan in a lecture in Rotterdam 2013.)

The DAG in Figure 11 could also be used as a simple and illustrative

example of the consequence from analyzing a cohort in the presence of a

HWSE by Cox regression (or any associational method). The aim of the

analysis would be to analyze the effect of cumulative exposure on outcome

while controlling for health factors associated with duration of employment

(i.e. adjusting for duration of employment and indirectly the HWSE).

Duration of employment is here both a mediator for the effect from exposure

and for time-dependent confounding from unmeasured health status. A Cox

regression analysis could only adjust for the direct pathway between

duration of employment and outcome, but not remove the associational

pathway (red arrows in Figure 11). It is only a causal method (like g-

estimation) that can handle this selection bias of healthier workers to longer

employments and eliminate the red causal pathway.

G-estimation is a method in the causal inference family that is less used

than marginal structural modeling (MSM) based on inverse probability

weighting [75]. Contributing reasons for this infrequent use could be that g-

estimation is less intuitive to comprehend, slightly more complicated to

perform in practice, and suffers from artificial censoring [51, 53]. More

information about differences between MSM and g-estimation could be

found in a commentary by Joffe 2012 [76]. In MSM, adjustment for time-

dependent confounding is achieved by a method called inverse probability

weighting [54]. The weighting retains the distribution in the baseline

population by assigning a weight to each subject, i.e., simply proportional to

Unexposed Exposed

Whole population

Causal analysis Associational analysis

vs vs
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each subject’s probability of receiving its own exposure history. The

weighting creates a pseudopopulation, which is the whole exposed and

unexposed population. This pseudopopulation will consequently be twice as

large as the original population. MSM modeling may have been the

preferable method because of the artificial censoring to be performed in g-

estimation if both methods were possible to perform. However, MSM could

not have been used on this cohort of workers because unemployed time-

periods violated the positivity assumption. MSM assumes that the existence

of exposure is a theoretical possibility for all combination of predictors

included in the model. The positivity assumption was violated because no

exposure was possible for periods out of work, which occurs when follow-up

extends beyond the employment. Naimi et al have explored the bias from the

violation of the positivity assumption when using MSM [77].

The primary reason for choosing g-estimation of an accelerated failure-

time model instead of Cox regression was that g-estimation can estimate the

risk of exposure if time-dependent confounding exists. However, the

characteristics of the survival ratio from an AFT model also have further nice

properties that could be advantageous. An AFT model estimates the relative

change in expected life expectancy if the whole cohort had been exposed

compared with unexposed whereas a HR represents the conditional risk

ratio. A survival ratio could be more intuitive than a HR and therefore be a

more informative measure in a public health context. Hernán has discussed

shortcomings of the HR because of its conditional property [78]. If the HR

depends on time of follow-up (i.e., changes with time from start of follow-

up), basing the inferences solely on a single, overall HR could be misleading,

as a single HR would represent the HR averaged over time. In contrast, a

survival ratio is a measure that relates the disease occurrence among

exposed workers with the baseline population, which means that the survival

ratio does not depend on time of follow-up. Because of this possible

nonproportionality of HRs with time of follow-up, a survival ratio could be

better suited as a single, unified measure of effect In paper IV, the effect of

exposure from dust could have depended on time from start of follow-up

and, in that respect, the effect estimates from g-estimation are more likely to

be valid than corresponding estimates from Cox regression. The advantages

of performing Cox regression over g-estimation is that Cox regresson is a

more developed statistical tool that could handle the exposure with more

flexibility as being represented by a cumulative or continuous measure. In

comparison, the exposure must be dichotomized when performing g-

estimation. Cox regression also offers more advanced calculation capabilities

for estimation, including better precision of the estimates. This difference in

estimating capabilities is largely due to the artificial censoring made when

performing g-estimation. My suggestion based on the comparison between
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associational modeling (Cox regression) and g-estimation from paper IV is

to use both methods if the researcher suspects that time-dependent

confounding (as the HWSE) could bias the analysis.
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Conclusions
The results from the aluminium smelter workers cohort in paper I

contributed two main findings: workers have a higher risk of lung cancer,

especially long-term workers; and no increased risk of urinary cancer was

found as expected based on results from previous studies on primary

aluminium smelter workers. A characteristic pattern of the results was that

of higher risks among short-term workers.

Based on iron-ore miners, paper II supported previous findings of

elevated rates of lung cancer and myocardial infarctions associated with

either duration of employment in the mines or mining. The rates of violent

deaths, non-melanoma skin cancer and lip cancer were also elevated

compared with the external reference population of northern Sweden. The

results for the iron-ore miners cohort also showed—for a subset of

outcomes—decreasing rates with employment time, especially in

underground employments.

The observed association between iron-ore mining and cerebrovascular

disease mortality in papers II and III was twofold: outdoor work was

associated with higher rates of cerebrovascular disease mortality and

underground work with lower rates. It was underground work that deviated

most from the external reference populations (SMR underground work ≥15 

years, 0.7; SMR outdoor work ≥15 years, 1.16). Physical workload was not 

associated with decreasing rates of the selected subsets of outcomes.

Paper IV showed that adjusting for the HWSE by performing g-estimation

of accelerated failure-time strengthened the support that respirable dust was

a risk factor of mortality. Mortality was associated with respirable dust after

adjusting for the HWSE, despite censoring outcomes previously known to be

associated with dust. The results from all four papers suggested that the

HWSE could be a likely cause of bias when evaluating the effect from an

occupational exposure.

Suggested analytical strategies in future studies

The variations in SMR that was observed by utilizing different reference

populations indicated that several risk estimates were susceptible for

unmeasured confounding. Comparisons between local, less-populated

external reference populations (SMR) could be informative, but the variation

of the rates in the reference populations should be considered in the formula

for calculating CI.
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The estimation of the exposure–response associations should allow for

some degree of flexibility in the shape when the exposures are surrogate

measures and outcomes are aggregated groups of cause-specific outcomes,

because the possible associational mechanisms may be manifold. Exposures

represented by categories and splines form a useful graphical foundation for

exploring these associations.

My recommendation based on the experience from paper IV is to

complement standard associational analysis with causal modeling (as g-

estimation) to adjust for the healthy worker survivor effect, when evaluating

the risks from work based on an occupational cohort.

Suggestions for future research based on the two cohorts

The primary aluminium smelter cohort was a relatively small cohort

consisting of 2262 workers which therefore set boundaries on the power and

limited the use of finer adjustments or stratifications in the analysis. If this

cohort study on metal refiners is to be followed up by a future study, a study

based on a sample of workers from the cohort, either as a nested case-control

study or case cohort study, would be useful. Such a study should use all lung

cancer and bladder cancer outcomes and a limited number of controls. The

aim of the data collection would be to capture information on PAHs and

smoking for all workers in the sample. A design that increases the chance of

obtaining a sample with sufficient variation in exposure would be necessary,

as the fraction of workers that are likely to be highly exposed to PAHs could

be relatively small. A case-control study would therefore benefit from being

countermatched or, if the design was a case cohort, stratified.

The iron-ore miner cohort has now been examined thoroughly, but two

different design strategies can be suggested for future studies on this cohort.

A future study on this cohort could be based on a sample of the cohort

(nested case-control or case-cohort) to add information on the workers that

is more difficult to collect. However, even with only a sample of the cohort,

adding additional information on the workers could be difficult, as many

already have died. Another strategy could be to extend the cohort with later

employment and possibly focus on risk factors and outcomes that are more

up to date with current working conditions.
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Attachments

Appendix 1
# R program for calculating g-estimation of failure-time models with
# bootstrap CIs.
# Packages necessary to perform g-estiamtion with the following code.
# library(limma)
# library(boot)
# library(survival)
#
# Indata:
# Data.frame should be in long format and every record represents one year.
# Each worker should be represented by records from start of follow-up to
# either of year of death, year of emigration or year of
# administrative censoring.
#
# Invariables:
# studyno: Unique subject-specific identification number
# follow: serial number in chronological order for each worker. 1 is is first
# year of follow-up, 2 is second etc.
# death: 1 if dead due to cause of interest, else 0.
# comp: 1 if dead of competing risks or lost to follow-up, else 0.
# active: 1 if employed, else 0
# expon: 1 if exposed, else 0
# In addition should all predictor variables be in the infile that are used in
# the models that calculates weights for
# competing risks and in the model that are used to estimate ψ (psi). They
# should be factors if variables represents categories
# and numerical if variables represents continuous variables. In this code-
# example are these variables:
# "alder","cumexp","cumalucka","sjuk","cumujscore","expon.prev",
# "expon.prev2","ujscore.prev","ovanjord.prev","cumkyla",
# "agrk","klass","pgrk","pgrkw","gruva","age","pgrmin","pgrmink

# Outdata:
# Final psi, survival ratio if exposed vs unexposed, survival ratio if exposed
# 15 years vs unexposed.
# Bootstrap percentile confidence intervals
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############### Start program ###########################

# Arguments
fil <- fil # Data frame vith indata
yearcond <-15 # Exposed in “yearcond” number of years
minpsi <- -0.5 # Grid search min start value for psi
maxpsi <- 0.5 # Grid search max start value for psi
admcensyear <- 2006 # Year of administrative censoring
nrboot <- 600 # The number of bootstrap simulations that

# the confidence interval should be based on.
DIAGNOS<-"ALL" # "ALL": All mortality (if no competing risks).

# "OTHER": Other diseases if competing risks

fil$studyno <- as.numeric(fil$studyno)

fil <- fil[order(fil$studyno, fil$follow), ]
fil <- fil[ ,c("studyno","pgr","follow","death","comp","active","expon","alder",
"alderk","cumexp","cumalucka","sjuk","cumujscore", "expon.prev",
"expon.prev2","ujscore.prev","ovanjord.prev","cumkyla","agrk","klass","pgrk",
"pgrkw","gruva","age","pgrmin","pgrmink")]

################## Starting calculations ####################

fil$admc <- admcensyear+1-fil$pgrmin

fil <- merge(fil,aggregate(fil$comp,fil[c("studyno")], max),by=c("studyno"), all=TRUE)
names(fil)[names(fil)=="x"] <- "comp.inter"

fil <- merge(fil,aggregate(fil$death,fil[c("studyno")], max),by=c("studyno"), all=TRUE)
names(fil)[names(fil)=="x"] <- "death.inter"
fil$adcens.inter <- ifelse(fil$death.inter==0 & fil$comp.inter==0,1,0)
fil <- subset(fil, select = -c(death.inter))

################ Bootstrap simulation #####################

bootfunc <- function(x, d, data2=fil) {

ran.subjects=data.frame(x[d,])
names(ran.subjects) <- "studyno"

# Create file containing bootstrap sample of cohort with replacement
ran.subjects$reps <- ave(rep(1,nrow(ran.subjects)), ran.subjects$studyno, FUN=cumsum)

for (i in 1:max(ran.subjects$reps)) {
bootdata <- merge(subset(ran.subjects,reps==i),data2,by="studyno", all.x=TRUE)
if (i==1) {bootdata2 <- bootdata}
else if (i>1) {bootdata2 <- rbind(bootdata2,bootdata)}
}
bootdata2$studyno <- bootdata2$studyno+(bootdata2$reps*0.1) # Create new studyno based
on replicated subjects
bootdata2 <- subset(bootdata2, select = -c(reps))
bootdata <- bootdata2
rm(bootdata2)

bootdata <- bootdata[order(bootdata$studyno, bootdata$follow), ]

# Weights adjusting for competing risks
if (DIAGNOS=="OTHER") {
w.log <-
glm(ifelse(comp %in% c(1),0,1)~expon+ns(follow,df=2)+cumexp+pgrmink+alder+
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cumalucka+cumujscore+cumkyla+agrk+pgrkw+age+gruva+klass+expon.prev+
ujscore.prev+ovanjord.prev,family=binomial("logit"),data=bootdata)
pred <- data.frame(log(predict(w.log,type="response")))
colnames(pred) <- "pred"
bootdata <- cbind(bootdata,pred)
bootdata$weight <- ave(bootdata$pred, bootdata$studyno,FUN=cumsum)
bootdata$weight <- 1/exp(bootdata$weight)
bootdata <- subset(bootdata, select = -c(pred))
}
if (DIAGNOS=="ALL") {
bootdata$weight <- 1
}

bootdata<-bootdata[order(bootdata$studyno, bootdata$follow), ]
row.names(bootdata) <- NULL
bootdata$upost <- as.numeric(rownames(bootdata))

logreg.predict <- subset(bootdata,active==1 & comp.inter==0)
logreg.predict <-
glm(expon~admc+ns(follow,df=2)+cumexp+pgrmink+alder+alderk+cumalucka+
cumujscore+cumkyla+agrk+pgrk+age+gruva+klass+expon.prev+expon.prev2+
ujscore.prev+ovanjord.prev,family=binomial("logit"),data=logreg.predict)
pred <- data.frame(predict(logreg.predict,type="response"))
colnames(pred) <- "pred"
pred$upost <- as.numeric(rownames(pred))
bootdata <- merge(bootdata,pred,by="upost",all.x=TRUE)

################## grid search ##########################

# Start psi
psi.v <- c(minpsi,maxpsi)
psi.v[3] <- psi.v[1] + ((psi.v[2] - psi.v[1]) / 2) # Low, High, Medium

repeat {

for (i in 1:length(psi.v)) {

bootdata$countfact <- 0
bootdata <- subset(bootdata, select = -c(countfact))

# Calculate delta(psi) for handling administrative censoring
bootdata$inter.countfact <- exp(bootdata$expon * psi.v[i])
bootdata <- merge(bootdata,aggregate(bootdata$inter.countfact, bootdata[c("studyno")],
sum), by=c("studyno"), all=TRUE)
names(bootdata)[names(bootdata)=="x"] <- "countfact"
bootdata<-bootdata[order(bootdata$studyno, bootdata$follow), ]

if (psi.v[i] >= 0) {
bootdata$delta <- 0
bootdata$delta <- ifelse((bootdata$countfact <= bootdata$admc) &
bootdata$adcens.inter==0,1,bootdata$delta)
}

if (psi.v[i] < 0) {
bootdata$delta <- 0
bootdata$delta <- ifelse((bootdata$countfact <= bootdata$admc * exp(psi.v[i])) &
bootdata$adcens.inter==0,1,bootdata$delta)
}

u <- with(subset(bootdata,active==1 & comp.inter==0), weight * delta * (expon - pred))
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upsi <- sum(u)

if (i==1) {
upsi.l = upsi
}

if (i==2) {
upsi.h = upsi
}

if (i==3) {
upsi.m = upsi
}

}

psi.v[2] <- ifelse((upsi.m < 0 & upsi.l > 0) | (upsi.m > 0 & upsi.l < 0), psi.v[3], psi.v[2])
psi.v[1] <- ifelse((upsi.m > 0 & upsi.h < 0) | (upsi.m < 0 & upsi.h > 0), psi.v[3], psi.v[1])
psi.v[3] <- psi.v[1] + ((psi.v[2] - psi.v[1]) / 2) # ny psi-mean

if ((upsi.h < 0 & upsi.l < 0) | (upsi.h > 0 & upsi.l > 0)) {
stop("Bounds for psi to narrow")
}

if (upsi.h == 0 | upsi.l == 0 | upsi.m == 0) {
stop("All deltas = 0")
}

if (psi.v[2] - psi.v[1] < 0.0001) break
}

bootdata<-merge(bootdata,aggregate(bootdata$follow,bootdata[c("studyno")],max),by=
c("studyno"),all=TRUE)
names(bootdata)[names(bootdata)=="x"] <- "max.follow"

# Psi, Survival ratio and Survival ratio if exposed m years.
psi.end <- psi.v[3]
ratio.surv <- exp(-psi.end)
median.countfact <- with(subset(bootdata, delta==1 &
follow==max.follow),weighted.median(bootdata$countfact,bootdata$weight))
ratio.surv.cond <- (median.countfact+yearcond-yearcond*exp(psi.end)) / median.countfact

estimates <- c(psi.end,ratio.surv,ratio.surv.cond) # vector

}
############### End program ###########################

#####################Start bootstrap #####################

subjects <- data.frame(unique(fil$studyno))
names(subjects) <- "studyno"

bootres <- boot(data=subjects, statistic=bootfunc, R=nrboot, data2=fil)

boot.ci(bootres,index=3,conf=0.95,type=c("norm","basic","perc"))
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Appendix 2

Information necessary to perform calculation of confidence interval for a Standardized

mortality ratio(SMR) incorporating variation from the reference population:

* the number of cases in agegroup i and year j from the cohort 1 and

reference population 2, O1ij and۽� .ܑܒ

* the number of person-years in agegroup i and year j in the cohort 1 and

in the reference population ۾�,2 ۾�andܑܒ .ܑܒ

∗ an estimate of a constantܓ�, representing the proportion cases from the cohort that also

is a part of the reference population.

Formula used for the standardized Mortality Ratio(SMR)=
∑ O1ijij

∑
P1ij

P2ij
ij O2ij

, representing the ratio

between the observed and expected number of cases in the cohort.

When calculating confidence intervals for SMR±Zα ඥv(SMR)

the variance, v(SMR) is usually expressed as:
v൫∑ Oଵ୧୨୧୨ ൯

E൬∑
Pଵ୧୨
Pଶ୧୨

୧୨ Oଶ୧୨൰
ଶ based on the assumtion

that the expected value derived from the reference population is measured with neglible

variation and as
∑ భౠౠ

ቆ∑
ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠቇ

మ also that the cases comes from a Poisson distribution.

But v

⎝

⎛
∑ Oଵ୧୨୧୨

∑
Pଵ୧୨
Pଶ୧୨

୧୨ Oଶ୧୨⎠

⎞ is desired if the variation in the standard population is not neglible.

By using the delta method the variance of the logarithm of a ratio becomes:

vቆlog൬
X

Y
൰ቇ≈

v(X)

μଡ଼
ଶ +

v(Y)

μଢ଼
ଶ −

2C(X, Y)

μଡ଼μଢ଼

where μଡ଼ = E(X), μ୷ = E(Y) and C(X, Y) are the covariance of X and Y.

Invoking v(SMR) to this formula gives:

v൫log(SMR)൯= v൮logቌ
∑ భౠౠ

∑
ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠ

�ቍ൲ �=
୴൫∑ భౠౠ ൯

൫∑ భౠౠ ൯
మ +

୴ቆ∑
ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠቇ

ቆ∑
ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠቇ

మ−
ଶେቆ∑ భౠౠ ,∑

ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠቇ

൫∑ భౠౠ ൯ቆ∑
ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠቇ
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and using the Poisson assumption =
ଵ

൫∑ భౠౠ ൯
+

ଵ

ቆ∑
ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠቇ

−
ଶେቆ∑ భౠౠ ,∑

ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠቇ

൫∑ భౠౠ ൯ቆ∑
ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠቇ

=

ଵ

∑ భౠౠ
+

ଵ

∑
ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠ

−
ଶେቆ∑ భౠౠ ,∑

ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠቇ

∑ భౠౠ ∑
ౌభౠ

ౌమౠ
ౠ మౠ

The next step is to give a computable formula for the covariance. We assume that a

proportion (k) of the cases in the cohort is also a part of the reference population, i. e.:

Oଶ୧୨= O୧୨�+ kOଵ୧୨and�
Pଵ୧୨

Pଶ୧୨
୧୨

Oଶ୧୨

=�
Pଵ୧୨

Pଶ୧୨
୧୨

O୧୨+ k
Pଵ୧୨

Pଶ୧୨
୧୨

Oଵ୧୨with O୧୨�independent of Oଵ୧୨.

The covariance of two independent variables X and Y could be rewritten as C(X, Y) =

CX, Z + kX = C(X, Z) = kC(Xଶ) = kv(X). Correspondingly C൬∑ Oଵ୧୨୧୨ ,∑
భౠ

మౠ
୧୨ Oଶ୧୨൰=

C൬∑ Oଵ୧୨୧୨ ,∑
భౠ

మౠ
୧୨ O୧୨+ k∑

భౠ

మౠ
୧୨ Oଵ୧୨൰= C൬∑ Oଵ୧୨୧୨ , k∑

భౠ

మౠ
୧୨ Oଵ୧୨൰= k∑

భౠ

మౠ
୧୨ v൫Oଵ୧୨൯.

ܐ܂ ܑ�ܑܛ ܕܚܗ�ܔ܉ܖܑ�܍ܐܜ�ܛ܍ܞ :܉ܔܝ
1

∑ Oଵ୧୨୧୨
+

1

∑
Pଵ୧୨
Pଶ୧୨

୧୨ Oଶ୧୨

−

k∑
Pଵ୧୨
Pଶ୧୨

୧୨ v൫Oଵ୧୨൯

∑ Oଵ୧୨୧୨ ∑
Pଵ୧୨
Pଶ୧୨

୧୨ Oଶ୧୨

In this study, the constant k was estimated as k =
Oଵ ∗ (1 − L)

Oଶ

Oଵ is the number of deaths among former workers from either the Kiruna mine or the
Malmberget mine. Oଶ is the number of deaths in the reference population. L is the
proportion of workers that moved after the employment and correspondingly died and
represent a different municipality than the reference municipality. This proportion L
was estimated by the proportion of men that moved from the reference municipality
(Kiruna or Gällivare) aged over 35 years. Information on emigration from the
municipalities of Kiruna and Gällivare was collected from SCB for the years 1968–2006.


